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RÉSUMÉ 

Le cycle hydrologique de la terre devrait être modifié par le changement cli
matique. Des études précédentes basées sur des modèles climatique globaux 
(MCG) ont montré une future intensification dans la moyenne globale des précip
itation t de l''vaporation. C p ndant, à l' 'chell régionale, de augmentations 
et diminut ions significatives sont prédite . L étude des réponses régionales au 
changement climatique requiert le plus ouvent l'ut ilisation de simulation à plus 
haute ré olut ion que celle employée dan l modèles globaux. Par conséquent 
le mod ' le climatique régionaux (MCR) ont de plu en plus ut ilisé dans le but 
de comprendre le interaction et rétroaction ent re les différ ntes composantes 
du sy tème climatique dans le cadre du climat pré ent et fu tur. La résolut ion 
des MCR est en con tante augmentation rendant nécessaire la prise en compte 
de urface d' au intérieures ain i qu l ur interact ions avec les autre com
posantes du sy tème climatique. L'objectif de cette étud t l'implémentation 
d 'un module rivière-lac ain i que la parametri ation de l'écoulement latéral dans 
le ol (écoul ment hypodermique) dans la cinquième génération du modèle clima
t ique canadien du climat (MRCC5). Le nouveau systèm ain i développé era 
ensuite validé par l évaluation des interactions rivière-lac-atmosphère ainsi que les 
changem nt proj tés dans l'hydrologie de surface et le climat dans le régions de 
latitudes élevées. Le domaine con idéré dan tte ' tud couvre 21 bassins ver
sants du nord-est Canadien locali é principalement dans la province du Québec 
avec quelques parties situées dans les provinces avoisinantes (Ontario et Terre-

euve-et-Labrador) . Le choix du domain est justifié par la mult it ude des lacs 
et rivièr s dont l importance est cruciale pour la population à bien des égard 
on pourrait cit r l'hydro-électricité t ran ports touri me. Cette étude est donc 
d intérêt scient ifique mais aussi économique. 

La première part ie de cette thèse e t con acrée à l analy e des caractéristique de 
débits , c'est à dire la moyenne annuelle les écoulements aisonniers ainsi que le 
ext rêm dans un cadre de climat pré ent et futur. Aux fins d analyse, les débits 
sont d ' rivé à partir de imulations d 'en emble de 10 membres produite par la 
quatrième gén'ration du modèle régional canadien du climat (MRCC4) piloté 
par d ortie du modèle global canadi n du climat (cinq repré entant le climat 
présent 1970- 1999 et les cinq restant le climat futur 2041- 2070). Pour dévelop
per le changem nt projeté dans l s caractéristiques des débits , deux approches 
sont utili ée : l'une basée sur le conc 1 t de la moyenne d 'ensemble alors qu la 
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deuxième est basée sur la fusion de membres de simulations du climat courant 
et futur selon des t ests de comparaison multiples. La vérification des caractéris
tiques des débits simulés par le MRCC pour la période 1970- 1999 suggère que les 
hydrographes moyen simulés ainsi que les caractéristiques des hauts débits sont 
raisonnablement comparables à ceux observés à l'exception de certaines déficiences 
dans la repré entation des extr ~mes dans les faibles écoulements . Les résultats des 
hangements projetés dans les débits annuels moyens montrent une augmentation 

statistiquement significative sur la majorité du domaine d 'étude alors que pour 
les débits saisonniers , on note des augmentations ou diminutions selon la saison. 
On note également que les valeurs de période de retour de 2 et 5 ans pour les 
débits moyennés sur 15 jours affichent une augmentation significative même si 
ces changement sont faibles en valeur absolue. En se basant sur l'approche de 
la moyenne d 'en emble, le changements obtenus pour les valeurs de période de 
retour 10 et 30 ans ne sont généralement pas significatifs. Cependant, une anal
yse similaire effectuée sur des échantillons plus longs révèle des augmentations 
significatives dans les périodes de retour des hauts débits principalement dans les 
bassins ver ants eptentrionaux. Ce résultats suggèrent , pour le développement 
de projections robustes, d 'utiliser des échantillons plus longs et particulièrement 
pour les évènements extrêmes. Il est important de fournir d l'information sur les 
proj ections futures des caractéristiques de débits mai il est surtout important de 
comprendre les mécani mes physiques derrière ces changements projetés. Ceci a 
incité à des développements supplémentaires au MRCC ainsi qu 'à la conduite des 
expériences de sensibili té afin de répondre à d 'importantes questions scientifiques . 
Ceci fait l'objet de la deuxième et la troi ième partie de cette thèse. 

Dans la deuxième partie de la thè e, d 'importants processus tels que la connec
t ivité lac-rivière et l'écoulement hypodermique, c'est à dire l'écoulement latéral 
de l'eau dans les couches superficielles du sol, sont implémentés dans le MRCC5. 
En utilisant plusieurs expériences avec le modèle régional, les interactions ent re 
lacs et rivières ont été évaluées ainsi que leur impact sur le climat régional et 
l'hydrologie nord-e t Canadien; lors de ces simulations les lacs sont représent 's 
par un modèle unidimen ionnel (Hostetler) , alors que les rivièr s sont modelées à 
l'aide d 'un schéma de routage distribué (WATROUTE-modifié). La comparaison 
des simulations du MRCC5 avec et sans lacs pour 1 climat présent montre de large 
différences dans les précipitations hivernales et estivales et les température hiver
nales et met en évidence l'importance des lacs. Le simulations du MRCC5 avec 
et ans int ractions lac-rivièr suggèrent une meilleure repré entat ion des débits 
dans le pr mier ca . L'inclu ion du processu d 'écoulement hypodermique induit 
de augmentations des débits de plusi ur rivière. pendant l'été et l'automne cau
sant des changements modestes dans les interactions sol-atmosphère à travers la 
modification de l'humidité du sol. L'impact de l'écoulement latéral sur les débits 
dans la zone d 'étude est comparable à celui obtenu en incluant les interactions 
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lac-atmosphère. 

Finalement , la troisième partie de la t hèse est consacrée à l'évaluation de l'impact 
du changement climatique sur les lacs et l'hydrologie ainsi que l'influence des lacs 
sur les changements projetés sur l climat régional et l'hydrologie du nord-est 
du Canada. À cette fin , des simulations de changement climatique transitoire 
ont été réalisées avec le MRCC5 pour la période 1950- 2100 avec et sans lacs 
avec le scénario RCP8.5. Le. condit ions aux frontières latérale sont fournies par 
des orties du modèle canadien du système terre (CanESM2). La comparaison 
des changements projetés basés sur les simulations avec et sans lacs révèle que 
l'inclusion des lacs amort it les changements pour la température à 2-m et ceci 
pour toutes les saisons . Comme pour les débits, les lacs atténuent les changements 
des débits printaniers durant la fonte à cause de l'effet de leur effet de stockage. 
De façon similaire, on note que les lacs augmentent les changement proj etés dans 
les débits estivaux du à la libération progressiv d l'eau provenant de la fonte de 
neige qu 'ils emmagasinent. 

La contribution scientifique principale de ce travail est un meilleure compréhen
sion des interactions lac-rivière-atmosphère sur la région d 'étud . Ce travail est 
innovateur dans le en où c'est la première fois que les interactions lac-rivière
atmosphère sont examinées au sein d 'un système régional de modéli a ti on clima
t ique. Ces processu sont également étudiés dans un contexte de changement cli
matique régional dans le but de quantifier leur impact sur le ignal de changement 
climatique sur les variable de surface ainsi que variables atmosphériques proches 
de la surface. Un résultat quelque peu technique de l'étude est l'exécution on-line 
du chéma de routage au sein d 'un cadre complexe de calcul parallèle sur lequel 
tourne le MRCC5. Des amélioration additionnelles pourraient être apportée à 
ce système en incluant l'hydrologie thermiqu et la modélisation de la glace des 
r ivières , ceci serait très bénéfique pour adresser d 'autres questions scientifiques. 

Mots clé: Changement climatique; Modélisation climatique régionale; Modéli
ation des débits ; Modélisation des rivières; Modélisation des lacs, Interactions 

lac-rivière; Interactions lac-atmosphère; Débits extrêmes. 





ABSTRACT 

Climate change is expected to modify th Earth's hydrological cycl . As shown in 
previous studies using Global Climat Models (GCMs) an intensification of the 
global hydrological cycle is proj cted for t h fut ure limat , with both global aver
age pr cipitation and evaporation increasing in the fu ture. However, there will b 
significant increa es or decrea es at regional scales. To tudy regional r spon e to 
climate change higher resolution simulation t han t hose provid d by GCMs are 
often requir d. Th r for , R gional Climate Models (RCMs) ar b ing u d more 
and more to understand interactions and feedbacks between variou components 
of the climate system in CUITent and future climates. The resolutions of RCMs are 
on the rise and at high resolut ion it b cornes important to consid r inland water 
bodies and t h ir interaction with oth r compon nt of the climate y t m. This 
study is aimed at implementing a river-lak module and interfl.ow parametriza
tion in the fifth g n ration Canadian R gional Climat Madel (CRCM5) , and 
asse ing riv r- lake-atmo pher interaction and projected chang to the surface 
hydrology and climate for a high latitude region using this newly developed y -
tem. The study region considered in thi study covers 21 northeast Canadian 
watersheds , located mainly in Quebec province and orne part of adjoining On-
tario, wfoundland and Labrador provinc . Thi domain i el ted giv n it 
innumerable lakes and rivers, that are crucial to the population in many respect , 
i.e. hydropower gen ration, transportation, touri rn, thus malüng it intere t ing 
both from sei ntific and economie points of vi w. 

The first part of this thesis focuses on t h analy is of streamflow characteristic 
i. e. mean annual and seasonal fl.ows and extreme high and low flows in CUlT nt 
and future climates. For the analysis, streamfl.ow are derived from a 10-member 
ensemble of the fourth generation Canadian Regional Climate Mod l (CRCM4) 
simulations, driv n by th Canadian Global Climate Mod 1 outputs, of which five 
correspond to current 1970- 1999 period, while the other five corre pond to future 
2041- 2070 period. For developing projected changes to str amfl.ow chara teri -
t ics, two different approaches are used: one based on the concept of nsemble 
averaging, whil th other approach i bas d on m rg d ampl f urrent and 
similarly future simulations following multiple comparison tests. Verification of 
the CRC il imulated treamfl.ow characteristics for the 1970-1999 period suggests 
that the madel simulated mean hydrograph and high flow characteristics com
pare reasonably well with those ob erved albeit sorne deficien ie in representing 
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the low flow extremes. Results of projected changes to mean annual streamflows 
suggest statistically significant increases nearly all over the study domain, while 
those for seasonal streamflow show increases/ decreases depending on the season. 
Two- and five-year return level of 15-day low flow are projected to increase sig
nificantly over most part of the study domain, although the changes are small in 
ab olute terms. Based on the ensemble averaging approach, changes to 10- and 
30-year return levels of high flows are not generally found significant. How v r , 
when a similar analysis is performed u ing longer amples, ignificant increases 
to high flow return levels are found mainly for northernmost watersheds. Thi 
part highlights the need for longer sampl s, pmticularly for extreme events, in the 
development of robust projections. Although important information on projected 
changes to streamflow characteristics are developed, it is important to understand 
the physical mechanisms behind these projected changes. This led to further devel
opments of the CRCM and s n itivity experiment to focus on important science 
questions. This con t itute parts two and tl1ree of thi the is. 

In part two of the thesis important land proce se such as lake-river connect ivity 
and interflow, i.e. the lateral flow of water in the surface soil layers, were imple
mented in the CRCM5. Using a suite of experiments performed with the regional 
climate model, the interactions between lakes and riv rs and their impact on the 
regional climate and hydrology of north ast Canada ar ass ed; in the e im
ulat ions lakes are r presented by a one-dimensional madel (Hostetler), while the 
rivers are modelled using a distributed routing scheme (WATROUTE-modified). 
Comparison of CRCM5 imulations with and wit hout lak s for curr nt climate 
suggests larg differences in winterj summer precipitation and winter tempera
ture, highlighting the importance of lakes. CRCM5 simulations performed with 
and without lake-river interactions suggest improved representation of stream
flows and lake level in the former case. Inclusion of the interflow process leads to 
increases in streamflows during summer and fall seasons for many rivers, causing 
modest changes to land-atmosphere interactions via modified soil moisture. The 
impact of interflow on streamflows obtained in the tudy region, is comparable 
to the impact of lake-atmosphere interaction on tr amflows. 

Finally, the third part of t he thesis focuses on the asses ment of t he impact of 
climate change on lakes and hydrology as well as on the influence of lakes on 
proj cted change to regional climate and hydrology for Iortheast Canada. To 
this end transient limate change simulations spanning the 1950- 2100 period, 
with and without lake , m·e performed with CRCM5 for th RCP .5 c nario , 
using th Canadian Earth System Madel (CanESM2) output a driving data at 
the lateral boundaries . Comparison of proj ct d change based on the imulation 
with and without lakes uggests. that lak dampen projected change to 2-m 
temperature for all seasons . As for streamflows, lakes attenuat proj ct d changes 
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to spring streamftow and t his is due to th storage effect of lakes. Similarly lakes 
augment projected changes to summer streamftows due to the gradual release of 
snowmelt water stored in lakes. 

In summary, the main cientific contribution of this work is improved under
standing of lake-river-atmosphere interaction over the tudy region. This work 
is innovative in that it is for the first time that lake-river-atmosphere interactions 
are investigated within a single r gional modelling system. These proc ses are 
also studied in the context of regional climate change to quantify their impact on 
the simulated climate change signal in the near-surface atmo pheric and selected 
surface hydrologie fields . A somewhat technical outcome of the study is the on
line routing sch me within a complex parallel framework of CRCM5 which might 
b furth r improved by including thermal hydrology and river ice mod lling t hat 
would be benefi ial to address other ien e questions. 

Keywords: Climate change; Regional climate modelling; Streamflow modelling; 
River modelling; Lake modelling; Lake-river int ractions; Lake-atmosphere inter
actions; Extreme flows. 





1 TRODUCTIO 

Context and motivation 

Earth 's climate y tem i complex and its components interact on a wide range 

of temporal and spatial scales . Global Climate Models (GCMs), with exten iv 

representation of physical proce ses within the atmospheric and o ·eanic compo

nents of the climate system are the most comprehen ive tool available to addre 

these interactions and anticipated changes in futur climate. Several recent stud

ies based on GCMs report important regional differences in the response to the 

increased greenhou e ga forcing, either through changes in the hydrological cycle 

(Held and Soden, 2006) or atmospheric circulation pattern (Vallis et al. , 2014). 

For example, Held and Soden (2006) report an intensification of the poleward 

moisture transfer and an enhancement of pr cipitation minus evaporation pat

tern in fut ure climate. To better understand the regional changes, high r patial 

resolution than traditionally used by GCM (;::: 100 km) , is necessary. Regional 

Climate Models (RCMs) offer higher spatial resolution than GCMs, sine the 

simulation domains are much smaller in t he ase of RCMs, allowing for greater 

topographie complexity and finer-seale atmospherie dynamies to be simulated 

(Giorgi and Bates, 1989· Lapri e 2008). Therefore RCMs are more suitable for 

generating information required for many water related regional impact studie 

(Leung et al. , 2003; Jha et al. , 2004; Sushama et al. , 2006; Poitras et al. , 2011 ; 

Huziy et al. , 2013; Clav t-Gaumont et al. , 2013) . 

RCMs as well as GC tl u land urfaee schemes (LSSs) to repr nt heat and 

humidity exehange between the land surface and the atmo phere. The LSSs have 

evolved from simplifi d energy and water budget equations (bueket scheme) into 

sophistieated physically based models, repre nting soil moisture and t mp rature 

profiles, snow and vegetation eomponents (Pitman , 2003). Even though the im

portanc of land surfae has be n reeognized since a long time, th parametrization 

of lakes was not adequately addres ed in majority of GCMs (Dutra et al. , 2010; 
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Subin et al. , 2012) and RCMs (Martynov et al. , 2012; Samuelsson et al. , 2010) 

until recently. In addition to the obvious impacts of lakes (warming in winter, 

increased humidi ty and precipitation, spring and summ r cooling), th y an also 

lead to decr as s in precipitation by stabilizing overlaying air masses depending 

on the depth and size of lakes, changes in radiative fluxes through cloud caver 

modification and other indirect impacts on the regional climate. Alt hough t hese 

feedback seem to be well capturee! by the sub-grid lake parametrization, the re

alism of the simulations is still limitee! when applied to very deep or large lakes 

(Bennington et al. , 2014) , mainly due to the lack of representation of circulation 

and relatee! processe in the 1D lak mad ls. 

In the context of a changing climate, the stability of freshwater re ource , is a 

major concern for variou e anomie s ctors, requiring detailed and reliable infor

mation of proj ct cl changes to the surface hydrology and climate. For example, 

information relatee! to changes in river flow / lake characteristics is important in th 

management and planning/ adaptation, notably for energy and agri ulture ector . 

Currently, most of the impact and adaptation tudies use climate madel outputs 

to drive lake/ river (hydrological) models offiine, to study changes to lake and river 

flow characteristics. However , with the improved representation of land processes 

in climate models, it is possible to obtain streamflows dire tly from many GCMs 

and RCM . RCMs and GCMs, with their complete do ed water budget including 

the atmospheric and land surface branche , are ideal tools to understand bcttcr the 

linkag and feedbacks between climate and hydrologie system . However , many 

t udies (Music et al. , 2009; Su hama et al. , 2006 ; Muerth et al. , 2013) have ident i

fiee! biases in climate madel simulated surface hydrology particularly streamflows . 

This is primarily du to th lack of repre entation of processes in the models. For 

exampl , realistic simulation of streamflows requires adequate representation of 

lakes and lak -river conn ctivity in models. Other important processes in luc! 

interflow , i.e. lateral flow of wat r in t he upper soil layers along the topographie 

slop s, and surface-groundwater int ractions. The pro wh n in orporat cl 

in climate mad l , in addition to the urface hydrology may al o impact the sur

face climate through modification of the surface energy and water budg ts. This 

re earch t hus makes an important contribution by bridging t he gap between re

gional climat and hydrology by considering lakes, rivers, river-lak conn ctivity, 
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interfiow and t h atmosph r within the same regional climate rnodeling tem. 

Region of tudy and background information 

The focu region of this stu ly on i t of 21 basins (Arnaud , Feuille. , Mélèzes, 

Cauiapiscau, Caniapiscau (Pyrite) , Grande rivi ' re de la Baleine, Baleine, Georg , 

Churchill Fall , La Grande Rivière, Natashquan, Romaine, Moisi , Manicoua

gan. Rupert , Bell, Saint !J:auri e, Ottawa, Saguenay. Bersimis-Outarde - tlani . 

Vv wanipi) covering parts of northeastern Canadian province : Quél ec, lew

foundland and Labrador , and Ontario (Fig. 1.1 ). The mo t important of thes 

ba in is th La Grande, with an in talled total power generation capacity of 

17,000 MW. Ninety percent of this capacity come from re ervoir-typ power sta

t ions. whil the r ~ t is gen rat cl by h run-of-river tati on . For comparison , 

Lege nd 

• GLWD Level1 and ocean 
D Basins of lnterest 
Topography (m) • o 
- 44 • es 
- 131 
- 175 

Figur 1.1: Study region with basins of inter ~ st , topography [rn] and lake . The 
lake information was taken from the Levell of the Global Lakes and W tlancls 
Database (GL\iVD) (Lehn r and Doll , 2004). 
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Québec' : ummer peak demand 1. around 21000 MW and it goes up to 39000 

1W in winter. 

The large t natural lake by area in Québec is the lake Mistassini (around 2164 

km2
, wit h the maximum depth of 183 rn) . It is located in t he central part of 

the tudy region and drains mostly into the Rupert River. However , there are no 

major hydropower generation facilities downstream of the lake. On th contrary, 

Manicouagan lake, the fifth largest lak in the world by volume, located to the 

east of Lake Mi tassini , is a very important reservoir for hydropower generation in 

the region. It serves as storage for downstream rivers /[anicouagan and Outardes , 

where around 7000 MW of hydropower generation capacity is installed. 

Streamfiows and lake levels for these regions exhibit substant ial variability wit hin 

the year . The highest streamfiws occur primarily during the melt ing season. 

Therefore, understanding streamfiow regimes and streamfiows is of interest to 

understand fiooding risks. A for low streamfiows, they are mostly observed during 

winter , with lakes and groundwater b ing the main sources. Asses ing low fiows 

is of interest to facilitate better management of hydropower generation, due to 

the higher 1 t ricity demand during winter. 

Scientific obj ctiv and outline 

This r s arch is aimed at tudying lake-river-atmo pher interactions and their 

evolution in future climate, for ortheastern Canada, using the fifth generation 

Canadian Regional Climate Madel (CRCM5). Th main s i nee question ad

dressed are: (1) What is the impact of the increased greenhouse gas concentra

t ion in the atmosphere on the climate and hydrology of orth astern Canada? (2) 

What is th rol of lake-river and lake-atmosphere interactions in modifying the 

regional climate and hydrology for the study region? (3) What i the impact of 

lakes, lake-river connectivi ty and interfiow on projected changes to the surface di

mate and hydrology? To answ r the e questions using a single regional modelling 

system a river madel and lake-river interactions and interfiow parametrization 

are impl rn nted first in CRCM5. Using carefully designed CRCM5 experiments , 

with and without the newly introduc d modulesj processes, for current and future 

climates, the answers to the above posed questions are sought. This research is 
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innovative in t hat it is the first t ime that a single regional modelling system is 

u ed to addre the above indicated questions, which is crucial information for 

many impact and adaptation studies. 

To model river flows in CRCM5, the distributed rout ing sch m WATRO TE 

(Sauli t a l. , 2000) is used. The lake madel considered is the Ho tetl r mod l 

(Hostetler et al. , 1993) , which i a 1D column madel bas d on a vertical tempera

t m diffusion quation. Lakes and rivers exchange water fluxes, via river and lake 

routing, and thi i important for the realistic representation of t reamflows. 

T h outline of th thesis is presented b low: 

Chapter on focu e on the analy i of trea.mflow characteri t ic , i.e. mean annual 

and seasonal flow and extreme high and low flows, in current and fut ur climate 

(Que t i on 1 ab ove) . For the analysi an ensemble of simulations from the four th 

g n ration Canadian Regional Climat Madel (CRCM4) , for current and fut ure 

climates i on id r d. For dev loping projected change to tr amflow charac

teristics, two different approaches are used: one based on the concept of ensemble 

av raging, whil the other approach i based on merg d samples of current and 

similarly fut ure imulations following multiple comparison te t . Thi work has 

been publi h d in Climate Dynamics. 

In the second chapter of t he thesis, important land processes such as lake-riv-r 

conn ctivity and interflow, i.e. t he lat eral flow of water in th surface soil layers 

are implemented in CRCM5. Using a suite of experiments performed with th 

regional climat mod l, th int raction b tw n lake and riv r and their im

pact on th r gional climate and hydrology of ortheastern Canada ar a s sed 

(Qu t ian 2 abov ). T hi work has b n ubmitted to Climat Dyna.mics. 

In th con luding third part of t his work, the regional mod l with and wit hout 

the newly implemented modules is applied in t ransient climate change experi

ment ov r th t udy region. Th climate change exp rim nt ar u d to asses 

the impact of lake-river-atmosphere interactions and of interflow on projected 

changes as well as the impact of climate change on the e proces e (Que tion 3 

abov ). Thi work is pr ent d in th form of an articl that has b en ubmitted 
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to Climate Dynamics. 



CHAPTER I 

ANALYSIS OF STREAMFLOW CHARACTERISTICS OVER 

TQRTHEASTERN CA TADA I A CHANG! G CLIMATE 

This chapter i pre ented in th format of a scientific article that has been pub

lished in the peer-reviewed journal Climate Dynamics. The design of the research 

and its performance togeth r with the analy i of data and th redaction of this 

article are entirely bas d on my work , with the co-authors involved in the super

vi ion of all these task . The d tailed reference i : 

Huziy, 0. , Sushama, 1 ., Khaliq, M. , Laprise, R. , Lehner , B. et Roy, R. (2013). 

Analysi of streamfiow characteristics over northeastern Canada in a changing 

climate. Climate Dynamics, 40(7-8) , 1879- 1901. http :/ /dx. doi . org/10.1007/ 

s00382-012-1406-0 
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Ab tract 

An analysis of streamflow characteristics (i.e. mean annual and seasonal flows and 

extreme high and low flows) in curTent and future climates for 21 watershed of 

northeastern Canada covering mainly the province of Quebec is presented in this 

article. For the analysis, streamflows are derived from a 10-member ensemble 

of Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM) simulations, driven by the Cana

dian Global Climate Model simulations, of which five correspond to the current 

1970- 1999 period, while the other five correspond to the future 2041- 2070 period. 

For developing projected changes of streamflow characteristics from current to 

future periods, two different approaches are used : one based on the concept of en-

emble averaging while the other approach is based on merged samples of currcnt 

and similarly fut ure simulations following multiple comparison tests. Verification 

of the CRCM simulated streamflow characteristics for the 1970- 1999 period sug

gests that the model simulated mean hydrographs and high flow characteristics 

compare well with those observed while the model tend to underestimate low 

flow extremes. Results of proj ected change to mean annual treamflow suggest 

statistically significant increases nearly all over the study domain, while tho e 

for seasonal streamflow show increasesj decreases depending on the season. Two

and five-year return lev ls of 15-day low flows are projected to increase signifi

cantly over most part of the study domain, alt hough the change are mall in 

absolute terms. Based on the en mbl averaging approach, changes to 10- and 

30-year return levels of high flows are not generally found significant. However , 

when a imilar analysis is performed using longer sample , significant increases 

to high flow return level are found mainly for northernmost watersheds. This 

study highlight t he n d for longer ampl particularly for extrem events in 

the development of robust projection . 

K ywords: Climate change; Extreme flows; Regional climate modelling; Statistical 

analysis 
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1.1 Int roduction 

Reliable information about variou str amftow charact ri ti in a hanging li

mate i critical for planning of adaptation mca ure parti ularly for th nergy 

and agriculture sectors. According to the Fourt h Assessment Report (AR4) of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climat hang (IPCC) (2007) global rn an precip

itation and vaporation rates are projected to increase in a future climate, or in 

other words an intensification of the global hydrological cycl is to b expected in 

a future warmer climate. Howev r there will be important regional differences in 

change to precipitation and evaporation. Held and Soden (2006) , bas d on th ir 

analy is of the coupl d climate models that participated in the AR4, suggests 

that the poleward vapour tran. port and the pattern of evapotran piration mi

nu pr cipitation will increase proportionally to the lower-troposphcric vapour if 

the lower-tropospheric r lative humidi ty and flow is assumed unchanged. In other 

words, the cm-rent wet (dry) regions i. e. region where precipitation (evaporation) 

xc d vaporation (pr cipitation), will become wetter ( dri r) in a future climate. 

ortheastern Canada, the region con ider d in this study, ha an x e of precip

itation over evaporation with mean annual precipitation of the order of 800 mm 

according to the 19 0- 2010 normal ba ed on the Global Precipitation Climatol

ogy Centre (Rudolf et al. , 2010) , and averag annual vaporation of the arder of 

200 mm according to the 1980- 2010 normals calculated u ing th European Centre 

for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) ' ERA interim reanalysis data 

(B rri ford t al. 2009). According to th Global Climate Model (GCM ) partic

ipating in AR4 (IPCC, 2007) the mean annual precipitation rate for this region 

is projected to increase by 0.4-0.5 mm·day-1, while mean annual vaporation and 

runoff increase by 0.1- 0.2 mm·day- 1 and 0.1-0.3 mm·day-1, respectively in the 

future 20 0- 2099 period with resp ct to th 1980- 1999 period. Thi northeastern 

part of anada with its large number of hydroelectric power g neration station 

plays a very important role in th onomy of th provin s locat d in the region, 

particularly the provinc of Quebec. Th refore information on proj cted change 

to various streamftow characteristics and associated uncertainti would be ben

eficiai for better management of these m ga-projects, including the "Plan Nord" 

recently initiat d by the Governm nt of Quebec (http: / j plannord.gouv.qc.ca). 
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The conventional approach to study projected changes to streamflow is based on 

hydrological madel driven by climate madel outputs for various scenarios. Few 

studies so far have looked at streamflow directly from climate models: Global Cli

mate Madel (GCMs) and Regional Climate Models (RCMs). RCM and GCMs, 

with th ir complet cio ed water budget including bath the atmospheric and land 

surface branches, are ideal tools to understand better the linkages and feedback 

between climate and hydrological y tem , and to evaluate the impact of climat 

change on streamfl.ows. RCMs offer higher spatial resolution than GCMs, allow

ing for greater topographie complexity and finer-scale atmospheric dynamics to 

be simulated and thereby representing a more adequate tool for generating the 

information required for regional impact studies. In a number of recent stud

ies, RCMs have been used to tudy projected changes to variou components of 

the hydrological cycle including streamflows (Jha et al. , 2004; Wood et al. , 2004; 

Sushama et al. , 2006; Kay et al. , 2006a,b· Graham et al. , 2007a,b; Dad on et al. , 

2011; Poit ras et al. , 2011). 

In this tudy, climate change impacts on selected streamflow characteri tics for 

21 northeast Canadian watersh ds, located mainly in the Quebec province and 

sorne part of the adjoining Ontario and ewfoundland and Labrador provinces of 

Canada, are con idered. A ten-mcmber ensemble of the Canadian RCM (CRCM) , 

of which five corre pond to the current 1970- 1999 period and the other five corre

spond to the future 2041- 2070 period , driven by five different members of a Cana

dian GCM (CGCM) initial condition ensemble is used for this purpose. RCM sim

ulations in g neral ar as ociated with everal uncertainties including structural 

uncertainties associated wit h regional madel formulation, uncertainties associated 

with th lateral boundary conditions from the driving GCM , emi ion cenario , 

as well as the RCM s own internai variability. de Elia et al. (2008) quantified sorne 

of th uncertainties using larger CRC tl ensembles. Alt hough it i very desirable 

to as e s th various sources of uncertaint i s in streamflow projections as in Arn ll 

(2011 ) and Kay et al. (2009), giv n the nature of the ensemble used in this study 

it i not po ible to address or quantify all uncertainties since t he simulation 

con idered her have b en performed with th same madel and configuration for 

one SRES (Special Report on Emissions Scenario) scenario. However , it can be 

us d to quantify uncertainty associated with the natural variability of the driving 
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ame of the watershed Abbreviation Area (km2
) 

1 Arnaud AR 26,872 
2 aux Feuilles FEU 42,068 
3 aux Mélèzes MEL 40,624 
4 Caniapiscau CA 37,566 
5 Caniapiscau (Pyrite) PYR 48,431 
6 Grande Rivière de la Baleine GRB 34,314 
7 Baleine BAL 29,896 
8 Gorge GEO 24,159 
9 Churchill Fall CHU 69,632 
10 La Grande Rivière LGR 140,374 
11 Natashquan NAT 15,468 
12 Romaine ROM 13,212 
13 Moisie MOI 19,101 
14 Manicouagan MA 29,343 
15 Rupert RUP 41,115 
16 Bell BEL 22,238 
17 Saint Maurice STM 42,843 
18 Ottawa RDO 143,241 
19 Saguenay SAG 72,678 
20 Bersimis-Ou tardes-Manie BOM 87,5 11 
21 Waswanipi WAS 31 ,691 

Table 1.1: Description of 21 watershed used in the study 

GCM and t he internai variability of th RCM combin d. 

For the northeast Cru1adian region considered in this work, no study has so far 

addressed projected changes to streamflow characteristics for all t he 21 watersheds 

in a systematic way as pre ented in this study. Som t udies focusing on individ

ual watersheds in this northeast r gion of Canada such as Dibik and Coulibaly 

(2007) , Quilbé et al. (2008) , Minville et al. (2008 , 2009) , among others, ba edon 

hydrological models driven by temperature and precipitation data from climat 

mod 1 , are available. Recently Frigon et al. (2010) tudied projected changes to 

mean annual runoff for the same region considered in this study and suggested 

increases in runoff in future climate for the northern part of the region. The main 

value of thi work is in the detailed statistical analysis of mean annual, seasonal 

and extreme (low / high) flows and their as ociated uncertainties and timings of 
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extreme flows topic that were not covered by earlier studies for this area in the 

context of a changing climate . 

The article is organized a follows: cl scription of the CRCM and imulations are 

pr sented in Section 1.2 and methodology i pre ented in Section 1.3. Evalua

tion of the CRCM simulated streamflow and assessment of proj cted change to 

selected but important streamflow characteristics using two approaches are pre

sented in Section 1.4 followed by conclusions in section 1.5. 

1.2 Model and experiments 

The streamfiows considered in this study are simulated by the fourth generation 

of the CRCM (de Elia and Côté, 2010). The CRCM is a limited-arca nested 

model based on the fully elastic non-hydrostatic Euler equation , olved with a 

semi-implicit and semi-Lagrangian scheme. Vertical resolution is variable with a 

Gal-Chen scaled-height terrain following coordinate (29 lev l , with model top at 

29 km) (Gal-Chen and Somerville, 1975). The CRCM lateral boundary condi

t ions are provided through a one-way n sting rn thod inspired by Davie (1976) 

and refined by Yakimiw and Robert (1999). The subgrid-scale parameterization 

package is mostly based on the Canadian GCM Ver ion III (CGCM3.1) , exc pt 

for th moi t onv ctiv adju tment sch me that follow Bechtold-Kain-Fritsch 's 

parameterization (Bechtold et al. , 2001 ). The land surface scheme is the Cana

dian LAnd Surface Scheme (CLASS) , ver ion 2.7 (Verseghy 1991 , 1996). This 

ver ion of CLASS uses three oil layers, 0.1 rn, 0.25 rn and 3.75 rn thick, corre

sponding approximately to the depth influenced by the diurnal cycle, the rooting 

zon and the annual variations of t mperature r sp ctively. CLASS includes 

progno tic equation for energy and water conservation for the three soil layers 

and a thermally and hydrologically di t inct nowpack wh r applicable (treated 

as a fourth variable-depth layer). The thermal budg t is performed over the three 

soillayers, but the hydrological budget i don only for layer above the bedrock. 

Vegetation canopy in CLASS i tr at cl explicit ly with prop rti bas cl on four 

vegetation types: coniferous trees, deciduous trees, crops and grass. Vegetation 

canopy can interc pt rain and snow precipitation and has its own energy and 

water treatment with progno tic variable for canopy temperature, water torage 
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and ma . CLASS adopts a pseudo-mosaic approach and divides each grid-cell 

into a maximum of four sub-areas: bare sail, v getation, now over bare oil and 

snow with vegetation. The energy and water budget equations are first solved for 

each sub-area separately and then averag d over the grid-cell. 

As already rn ntioned , a 10-member CRCM ensemble is considered in thi stucly. 

Of the 10 members five correspond to the current 1970- 1999 period while the 

other five are the matching pairs of simulations for the future 2041- 2070 p riod. 

Five different members of a CGCM initial condition ensemble were used to driv 

the five CRCM current and future simulations: It should b noted that the future 

climate simulations correspond to IPCC's SRES A2 cenario (high population, 

low economy and low technology) and current elima te simulations correspond to 

the twentieth-century climate (20C3M) scenario. The above current and fu ture 

CRC il simulations will be referred to as Cl- CS and Fl- F5, respectively. In ad

dition, another CRCM simulation clriven by the ECMWF' Re-Analysis (ERA40; 

U ppala et al. , 2005) is also consiclered. Thi imulation will be referrecl to as 

'cont rol simulation' hereafter. A sugg t cl by IPCC (2001), the t udy of RCM 

simulations nestecl by anal y i of observations or so-called p rfect ' boundary con

ditions such as ERA40 can reveal RCM 'performance errors' . Therefore, the 

streamfiows from the control simulation are compared to t hose obs rved to assess 

the CRCM s performan e. The inset of Fig. 1.1 how the CRCM simulation 

domain, which con ists of a 200 x 192 points gricl covering all of North America 

and acljoining ocean , with a horizontal grid-point spacing of 45 km. It shoulcl 

be notecl that the current stucly focu e only on the 21 water hecl locatecl in the 

northeastern part of the imulation domain (Fig. 1.1). 

Streamfiow is generated from CRCM simulated runoff u ing a modified version of 

the rout ing madel WATROUTE (Sauli et al. , 2000). The routing sch me salves 

the water balance equation at each grid-cell , and relates the water storage to out

flow from the grid-cell , using Manning's equation. The modifiecl scheme includes 

a groundwater reservoir , which is modelled as a linear reservoir as propo ecl in 

Lucas-Picher et al. (2003) and Su hama et al. (2004). Flow directions, chann 1 

lengths and slopes requirecl by t he routing scheme were clerivecl from the Hy

clroSHEDS databas (Lehner et al. , 2008) , availabl at 30-seconcl resolution on a 
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(a) 

Figure 1.1: (a) Study domain with it along wit h the flow directions. 
Water heds are marked using their abbreviat d nam (Tabl 1.1). imulation do
main of the RC 1 is hown in the inset. (b) Location f th gauging ta ion ( r d 
triangles) used in t h valuation f RCivi imulatecl streamflow characteristics . 

tation identifi cation numbers assignecl by CEHQ are al o shown. 
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latitud -longitude grid . These data were up-scaled and projected to the madel'. 

grid and r solution. The up-scaling algorithm is based on the one cl veloped 

by Doll and Lehner (2002). The flow directions thus derived are also shawn in 

Fig. 1.1. 

1.3 Methodology 

Verification of CRCM-simulated mean hydrological regime and characteristic of 

xtreme flow events , i.e. t iming and return levels of selected return periods, and 

their proj ected changes in future climate ar considered in this study. For verifi

cation purposes, model-simulated streamflow characteristics from the control sim

ulation are compar cl to those observed, derived from the daily streamflow dataset 

from CEHQ (Centre d 'expertise hydrique du Québec; http: / j www.cehq.gouv.qc.ca/ ) 

at selected gauging stations. The location of the gauging stations considered in the 

study is shawn in Fig. 1.1b. The duration of t he data available at these gauging 

stations, within the period of interest, i. e. 1970- 1999, varies from 10 to 20 y ars. 

ash-Sutcliffe (ns) index (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) and correlation coeffi ient 

(r) (Walpole and Myers, 1985) are used to compar t he ob erved and modelled 

daily mean hyclrographs at the e stations. In addition, bia es in the t iming and 

magnitude of p ak flows are explored and connections established with those in 

temperature and now water equivalent (SWE) wh r applicable. 

The Generalized Extr rn Value (GEV) distribution is usecl to compute return 

levels of extreme (high and low) flow events. A high (low) flow event is defin cl a 

the maximum (minimum) 1-day (15-day) flow occurring over the March to July 

(January to il.ay) periocl. Ten- and 30-year return period are consider cl for high 

flows, while 2- and 5-year return periods are considered for low flows. Th choice 

of smaller return periods for low flows is based on the fact that a hyclrological 

drought of 2-year r turn period is catastrophic enough to have an adverse impact 

not only on the hydropow r ctor , but also on the eco ystem, particularly th 

aquatic life (Smakhtin, 2001). Th cumulative distribu tion function of the GEV 

distribution is given by: 

G(z ) = Probabili ty (Z::; z ) = exp { - [1 + ~(z - p,) / or 11ç} (1.1) 
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where the extreme flow z is such that 1 + Ç(z - p,) / Œ > 0, and p, , Œ and Ç are 

respectively t he location, scale and shape param ters. 

Full range of properties and sorne common applications of the GEV distribu

tion are de cribed in Cales (2001). There are several rn thods that are often 

used for parameter estimation of this distribution: Probability Weighted iloments 

(PWM) (Hosking et al ., 1985) , 1-moments (Hosking, 1990) , Maximum Likelihood 

(ML), Generalized Maximum Likelihood (GML) (Martins and Steding r , 2000) 

and mixed methods (Ailliot et al. , 2011). One of th advantages of the GML and 

ML is that the fitted data automatically belong to the domain of d finition of the 

obtained probability density function, which i not guaranteed by other methods. 

However , the ML method perfor·ms poorly for small samples (Stedinger et al. , 

1993). 

To estimate parameters p, , Œ and Ç of the GEV distribution, the GML approach 

proposed by Martin and Stedinger (2000), but u inga uniform prior distribution 

for the shape parameter Ç as in Ailliot et al. (2011) , is used. Knowing the param

eters of the GEV distribut ion low-flow return level for a given return period T 

(in years) is estimated using the relationship G(z )T = 1, as 

(1.2) 

For high flows, a return level i estimated using the relationship [1- G(z)] T = 1, 

a 

z(T, J', Œ, Ç) = f [(tnT~ Ir -Il + l' (1.3) 

Projected changes to mean annual, seasonal and extreme flows are assessed for the 

2041- 2070 period with respect to the CUITent 1970- 1999 period. Thi is achieved 

by comparing statistics of interest deriv d from the F1- F5 simulations with the 

corresponding statistics deriv d from the C1- C5 simulations. Projected chang s 

to seasonal streamflows are linked with projected changes in seasonal temper

ature, precipitation and SWE, where possible. In th a sessment of projected 

changes to mean, seasonal and xtreme flows, two approaches are adopted. In 
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the first approach proj cted change based on each pair of the five CRCM cm

rent and future simulations are estimated , which are then averaged to obtain 

the en emble-averaged projected change. In the second approach, based on the 

statistical evidence provid d by the multiple comparison tests , i .. the Kruskal

Walli t t (Walpole and fyers, 1985) and ranksum test (Walpole and Myers, 

19 5) combined with th Fal e Di covery Rate (FDR) approach of Benjamini and 

Hochberg (1995) , the five simulations for the CUITent climate are merged to create 

a longer sample for ach grid-cell. T he am procedure is followed for the future 

climate. The proj ected changes ar then asses ed from the merged current and 

future p r iod longer ampl s. Similar approaches have been u d in May (2008) 

to a e projected changes to extreme precipitation events and characteristics of 

w t and dry spell over Europe. The advantage of this second approach over the 

first one is reduced uncertainty associated with extreme flow return levels due to 

larger sample size. Une rtainti s due to small r ample sizes could be substantial 

for extreme flow return l vel (Stedinger et al. , 1993). 

Statistical significance of projected change to mean annual and seasonal flows 

and selected return levels of extreme (high and low) flows are assessed using the 

nonparam tric vector bootstrap r ampling method (Eh·on and Tibshirani , 1993; 

GREHYS, 1996; Khaliq t al. , 2009) to estimat standard error and assuming 

normali ty of these statistic to develop confidence intervals (Hall t al. , 2004; 

Mladj ic t al. , 2011) , as discussed below. For a given sample of flows at a grid-cell, 

the 95o/c confidence interval for a statistic (i.e. mean annual and seasonal flow or a 

return level) is calculat da : RO ± 1.96SE where ROis the sample statistic and 

SE is th standard error of the statisti timated using 1000 bootstrap re amples. 

Such confidence int rvals for selected return levels and mean annual and seasonal 

flows are calculated for each grid-point for both future and current climates . The 

statistical significance of the difference betwe n the future and current period 

values is assessed using these confidence intervals. The change (positive/ negative) 

is considered signifi cant if, for a given case, these confidence intervals do not 

ov rlap . The Student 's t-te t (Walpole and Myers, 1985) is also u d to test the 

statistical significance of the difference between the current and future period 

mean annual and seasonal flows. For the cas of ensemble averaged statistics, 

ensemble averaged tandard rrors are used to develop confidence intervals. 
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Confidence in the CRCM projections is assessed on the basis of the spread of 

proj ected changes obtained with the five pairs of current j future simulations, rep

resented here by the co fficient of variation (CV), defined as the ratio of the stan

dard deviation to the ensemble-mean change based on the five pairs of CRC t1 

simulations. Small (large) values of CV are suggestive of high (low) confidence 

level in the CRCM proj ction ·. Given t he nature of the CRCM ensemble, the 

spread in the CRCM projected changes computed as discussed above will refl.ect 

the part of the uncertainty as ociated with the natural variability of the CGCM3.1 

and CRCM's own internai variabili ty. 

1.4 Results 

1.4.1 Model v rification 

The observed and modelled hydrographs (mean daily str amfl.ows) are compared 

at selected stations in Fig. 1.2. Modelled hydrographs are derived from the 

CRCM's control simulation. For sorne basins, important differences can be noted 

both in the magnitude and t iming of peak fl.ows, which are refl.ected in the ns and 

r values shown in Fig. 1.2. The e differences can be partly explained by the biases 

associat d with the temperature and precipitation and therefor in the. now water 

equivalent (SWE) in the CRCM control simulation (Fig. 1.3). The biases in the 

winter (DJF) SWE are estimated by comparing climatologi winter SWE from 

CRCM's control simulation with that from the gridded North American SWE 

data from Brown t al . (2003) . The ob ervational datas t (Brown et al. , 2003) 

was produced by applying th snow depth analysis scheme developed by Brasnett 

(1999) to generate a 0.3° latit ude/ longitude grid of daily and monthly mean now 

depth and corresponding t imated water equivalent for North Am rica. This ob

servational datas t was produced for th 1979- 97 period and therefore Fig. 1.3a 

pre nts validation of climatologie SWE for the 1979- 97 DJF p riod, common to 

bath simulated and ob erved datas t . Th pring (MAM) temp rature biases 

presented in Fig. 1.3b are e timated by comparing 1970- 1999 MAM temperature 

climatology from CRC il control simulation with that from the gridded Climatic 

Research Unit (CRU2; Mit heU and Jones, 2005) analyzed data. 
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For the north rnmost gauging station 103715 (Swampy Bay, at the outl t of the 

lake Patu) and 093801 (Grande Rivi ' re d la Baleine, around 30 km upstr am 

of the riv r Denys), magnitude of peak flows is overestimated, while they are 

reasonably well simulated for stations 104001 (Baleine River 40 km from the 

outlet) and 093806 (Grande Rivière de la Baleine, 13 km downstream of the 

lake Bienville). Careful examination of the biases in SWE (Fig. 1.3a; ee Fig. 

1.1a for flow directions) suggests that the overestimation of peak magnitudes for 

the two stations is as ociated with the po itive biases in SWE for th region 

upstream of the tations. However , for the gauging station located in the central 

to southern watersheds, i. e. 092715 , 081006 and 061502, an underestimation of 

peak magnitude is noted. This is due to the underestimation of SWE for the 

regions upstream of these stations, which contribute to the streamflows at the 

stations (Fig. 1.3). In general , for all basin , the imulated peaks occur earlier t han 

observed, and is believed to be due to the positive temperature bias (Fig. 1.3b) 

during spring (MAM). It should be noted though that the model undere t imate 

temperature for the other seasons (figure not hown) . 

Characteristics of low and high flows are al o validat ed by performing a corn pari on 

between modell dr turn levels and thos obtained from ob ervations. As r ported 

in Sushama et al. (2006) and Khaliq et al. (200 ) , low-flow events can occur in late 

winter or early spring du to prolonged cold period , or can occur in late fall mainly 

associated with increased evapotranspiration. The low-flow events considered in 

t his study are for the January- May period , i . . those associated with longer cold 

periods, while the high-flow events considered are for the March- July snowmelt 

dominated period. 

Compari on of observed and mod lled return levels (Fig. 1.4) at the am gaugmg 

stations shown in Fig. 1.1 suggests that the model is able to capture th high 

flow magnitudes reasonably well. However, the errors associated with the low 

flows are large, particularly for the northern watersheds. This is primarily due to 

the coarse re olution of th oil dataset and ther fore values of d pth to bedrock 

used in the model and the drainage formulation u ed in the model. For the 

northernmost watersheds, depth to bedrock is mostly 0.1 rn, i. e. only the top 0.1 

rn of the soil column is hydrologically active. Be ides, according to the drainag 
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formulation used in CLASS , the d pth to bedrock must be deeper than 0. 35 rn 

to have ru1y drainag . Therefore in winter months, for the e r gions with depth 

to bedrock in the 0.1- 0.35 rn range, drainage is zero in the mode! and therefore 

the ground water contribution is very much reduced. A new formulation for 

drainage is current ly being implemented in t he new version of CRCM, which may 

help eliminate sorne of these discrepancies. The underestimation of low flows, 

particularly for the northern water heds, can also be partly attributed to the 

overestimation of snow and the underestimation of total precipitation at the end of 

fall , which bath tend to decrease the winter flow. In t he absence of an alternative, 

we will henceforth assume that the errors in low flows related to the sail dataset 

and drainage formulation will remain the same in t he fu ture climate, and therefore 

will not affect the climate-change signal. 
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F igur 1.2: Compari on of obs rvcd and mod ll d hydrograph (mean laily 
treamflows) . T he length of t he ol erve cl r corel vari s from 10- 20 years within the 

1970 to 1999 p riocl. Th values of the Nash- utcliffe (ns) index and correlation 
ffi ci nt (r) basecl on m an daily treamflow comparisons, t at ion ident ificat ion 

number and longitudc-latit ud valu of st at ion lo ·a t ion arc also shown. 
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Figure 1.4: S atter plots of clcctcd observed and modcllcd (a) high an l (b) low 
flow r t urn l vel. (in m3 j s). 
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1.4.2 Projected changes based on ensemble averaging approach 

Mean annual and seasonal fiows 

Ensemble averaged proj cted changes to the mean annual streamfiow for the fu

ture 2041- 2070 period , with respect to the current 1970- 1999 period, are shawn in 

Fig. 1.5a. Statistical significance of the projected changes, at the 5% significance 

leve!, is assessed using t he vector bootstrap-based te t discussed in the methodol

ogy section. The mean annual flow is projected to increase from current to fut ure 

and the changes ar statistically significant for a majority of the watersheds, ex

cept the RDO, BEL, STM, outhern parts of WAS and SAG , and sorne parts of 

AT, ROM , MOI and BOM water heds. The magnitude of percentage changes 

to mean annual fiows is larger for northern compared to other watersheds. 

The en emble-averaged projected chang to th s asonal (DJF, MAM JJA and 

SO ) fiows are shawn in Figs. 1.5b- e. From the easonal plots, the changes for 

th northern part of the domain are consistent ly positiv throughout the year, 

except for sorne non-significant decreases in summer (JJA). For the southern re

gions however increase can be noted during the winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) 

seasons, while decreasing streamfiows ar projected for the ummer (JJA) and 

fall (SO ) season , resulting in the non-significant or smaller projected changes 

to mean annual streamfiow for this region. Furthermore, t-test is also applied 

to individual pairs of current and fu ture period imulation and th p valu of 

the t-test also uggest significant changes for most of the studied watersheds dur

ing winter, whil for the other seasons, regions with non-significant changes were 

noted (figure not shawn), as is the case for the ensemble averaged changes hown 

in Figs. 1.5b- e. 

The above noted projected changes in easonal tr amfiows are as ociat d with 

changes in temperatur and precipitation and t herefore SWE, which are shawn 

in Fig . 1.6 and 1.7, for various s ason . Th v tor bootstrap-bas d te t , dis

cu sed earlier , has been used to asse significance of projected changes , at 5% 

significance leve!, for temperature, precipitation and SWE shawn in Fig . 1.6 and 

1.7. Figure 1.6 suggests that the en mbl av rag d projected incre& e in tem

perature ar significant for all water heds for all easons. Proj ected changes to 
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temperature are maximum for winter , and ar generally in the 3.5 to 6 °C, for 

the entire studied region. The ensemble averaged proj ct d changes to precipita

tion (Fig. 1.7a- d) suggest significant increases almost everywhere for winter and 

spring, while the changes are not significant for the southern watersheds during 

summer and fall. 

The significant increase in winter streamflows (Fig. 1.5b) di. cussed earlier can be 

partly attributed to the significant increase in t emperature during fall and winter, 

which delays the freezing of soil, thus increasing drainage in the central to sout h

ern watersheds where t he depth to bedrock i deeper than 0.35 m. In addition, 

significant increase in precipitation and increased fraction of winter precipitation 

falling as rain instead of snow, due to warmer temp rat ur s, also con tri bute to 

increased streamflows during the winter period. The spring flows for all studi d 

watersheds, as already discussed , are related to nowmelt. As can be seen from 

Fig. 1.7e, the majority of the watersheds show no significant changes to SWE 

during DJF. However , the increased temperatures during MAM (Fig. 1.6b) cause 

earlier nowmelt , which is responsible for the noted significant increase in spring 

streamflows. 

During summer, though precipitation increases are significant for the northern re

gions (Fig. 1.7c) , treamflows show no significant changes due to increased evapo

ration associated with warmer temperatures in summer (Fig. 1.6c) . The northern 

regions show sorne increases in streamflows during fall , which could be attributed 

to the increased precipitation and temperature in a fu ture climate; it should be 

noted that . ince the soil in the nort h rnmost region , in the cm-rent climat , tart 

freezing up in late fall, the warmer temperatures in th fu tur climate delay this, 

leading to increased streamflows. 

High- and low-flow extremes 

Prior to looking at projected changes to return levels of high and low flow , it 

i useful to ee if the selected periods (i. e. March- July for high flows and J an

uary- May for low flows) would be suitable for fut ure climate as well. Figures 

1.8 and 1.9 show ensemble averaged annual frequ ney of occurrence of high and 

low flow events , respectively, for current and future climates , for northern, central 
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and southern watersh ds . The frequencies are normalized by the number of yeru·s 

(30 in the present case) and the number of gricl cells in a given watersh cl . High 

fl ows from snowmelt mo tly occur cluring the March to July period as expectecl 

(Fig. 1.8) - high flows associated with the majority of the southern watersheds 

occur as early as April , whil for northern wat rsheds they occur som where be

tween May and June. Ftom t he in ets of Fig. 1.8, one can see that the high flow 

events occur earlier in the fut ure climate for most of the water hed , with the high 

flows still concentrated over the March- July period. Therefore, the choice of the 

March-July period to study high-flow is satisfactory for both current and future 

climat . 

From Fig. 1.9, it can be seen that the low-flow events , in both current and futur 

climates, caus cl by prolonged winter periods, occur during the January- May 

period, with law fl.ows occurring eru·li r within this period for southern and c ntral 

watersheds and towards the middle of the period for northern watershed . The 

majority of the law-flow events occur at the end of winter or at t he beginning of 

the spring season. For sorne southern water hed , low-flow events are projectecl to 

occur more in fall in the fu t ure climate comparecl to current climate . For exampl 

for RDO watershecl (index 18) , most of the low-flow events in a future climate 

are projected to occur during the September- October period. BEL and STM 

watershecls also how similar tr ncls , though less pronouncecl . In a future climate, 

eru·ly occurrence of low flows in the January- May periocl is clearly seen from the 

insets of Fig. 1.9. D pite this shift , the J anuru·y-May period is still satisfactory 

for the study of low flows. 

Projected changes to 10- and 30-year return levels ofhigh flows, for the five pairs of 

current and fut ure simulations, are shawn in Figs . 1.10 and 1.11 , respectively. The 

results for three of t he five pairs suggest in rease over mo t part of the domain for 

bath 10- and 30-year r t urn l vel , with the remaining two suggesting primarily 

n gative changes mixed with po itiv chang at catter cl gricl cells. Important 

difference are seen b tween the projections based on the five pairs of CRCM 

simulations. An investigation of the spread among the five current and five fu t ure 

simulation based on the CV measure indicate that, the pread among th fu tur 

members is large compared to the current members, paJ·ticularly for central and 
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outhern watersheds. A preliminary investigation sugge ts that this could partly 

be due to the increased differences betwe n the sea surface temperatures (SSTs) 

and sea ice caver (SIC) in the five future CRC 1 simulations compared to the 

five curTent climat simulations, particularly in the Hudson Bay region, which 

is located to the west of the study domain. An in-depth analysis is required to 

ident ify other contributing factors and is not attempted here as it is outside the 

scope of thi ar t i ·le. Although ensemble-averaged proj ected chang s to 10- and 

30-y ar return lev l are positive for most parts, significant changes are found 

only for a few grid c Us locat d mainly in the northern water hed (Fig. 1.10f 

and Fig. 1.11f). This is due to the low level of agreement between the results of 

individual members in the sign of change for high-flow return levels. 

Changes to 2- and 5-year law-flow return levels (Figs. 1.12 and 1.13) exhibit strong 

agreement aero member , showing increases all over the study domain ( there is 

only a single grid-cell in the RDO watershed where a negative chang i found -

Fig . 1.12a a nd 1.13a). Although the relative chang to low flows are high , the 

absolute changes are indeed small. Overall there are only slight diff r nees for 

the outhern and northern parts of the domain. Thi agreement is expected , ince 

the low flow i influenced by the averag d effect of spring, summer and autumn 

precipitation events and thereby shows less variability, whereas high flow depend 

on spring precipitation and melting proc and their relative timing . Com

pared to law-flow return levels, considerable variability in spring high flows also 

could explain the lack of significant changes in high-flow return levels. All the five 

members suggest significant changes to law-flow return levels for the entire region 

except a few grid cells located mainly in t h RDO and northern watersh d where 

the number of members suggesting significant change varies between one and four. 

Because of t he good agreement between individual members , ensembl -averaged 

changes are also found statistically significant a t the 5% level for the entire study 

domain, except a few grid cell locat d in the RDO watershed (Fig. 1.12f and 

Fig. 1.13f) . 

The CV plots for proj ected changes to high- and low-flow return levels shawn 

in Fig. 1.14 indicate that greater confidence can be attributed to the changes in 

law-flow return levels since CV values are much smaller than one over most of 
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the domain. More specifically, in the case of high fl.ows, smaller value of CV are 

found for northern (ARN , FEU, MEL, PYR and BAL) watersheds. 
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1.4.3 Proj -cted changes based on merged long r samples 

To d cr ase the uncertaint ies associat d with t he small ample size, we tested sep

arately for curr nt and fu ture climates the hypoth sis t hat the amples of mean 

annual streamflow from the five ensemble members originate from the same dis

tribut ion using two multiple compari on tests discussed in the methodology, i.e. 

the Kruskal-Wallis test and the ranksum test combined wit h the FDR approach. 

The same analysis is performed separately for the samples of high- and low-flow 

extremes. The results of both tests were similar and therefore only t ho e corT -

sponding to th former test are shown in Fig. 1.15. The p value of the Kruskal

Wallis test plott d in Fig. 1.15a suggest that th null hypothesi that the five 

ample of mean annual flows originate from the same distribut ion cannot be re

jected at the 5o/c level for majori ty of the grid cell . The am is the case for law

and high-flow samples. How ver ompared to the case of mean annual and low 

fl.ows there are more grid cells, located mainly in the central and southern parts 

of the study domain, where the null hypothesis does not s m to hold for high 

fl.ows. Since for majority of the grid cells t he null hypothesis does seem to hold for 

both current and fu ture climate , projected chang s in mean annual and sea onal 

fl.ows and return levels of low- and high-fl.ows are assessed u ing longer samples 

consisting of 150 values obtained by merging t h 5 cmTent simulations and sim

ilarly the 5 fu ture simulations for each grid-cell. The results of this analysi are 

ummarized below as for the first method. 

The projected changes to mean annual and seasonal flows are shown in Fig. 1.16. 

The changes to mean ammal fl.ows are found significant at the 5o/c level for t he 

entire study domain, xcept a few grid cells locat d in southernmo t parts of the 

RDO water hed. The spatial pattern of changes to winter fl.ows is very similar 

to that of t he mean annual fl.ows. Compared to the results for the ensemble 

mean shown in Fig. 1.5, significant reduction to flow is more widespread over t he 

southern water heds in fall a w 11 as in summer. For spring fl.ows, the mailer 

positive increases for southern parts of the domain, which were not significant 

arlier , are now found significant at the 5o/c level. Similar patterns of spatial 

changes to annual and easonal flows were noticed u ing the t-test. 
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patial pattern of projccted changes to selecte 1 return levels of high and low flow 
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case for the northern watershed : ARN , FEU , ![EL, PYR, BAL and GRB. The 

incr a s to 2- and 5-year low-flow r turn levels are significant all over th study 

domain. Thu , thi approach ba edon longer amples re ults in an increase in th 

number of grid cell with significant changes. 

These r sults trongly sugg st that th uncertaint ies due to mall ample sizes 

could be ub tant ial. Therefore, longer . imulation appear to b much valuabl 

to deriv a robust climate chang ignal, not only for extreme flows but also for 

annual and asonal mean . In our case, the increase of the sample size from 30 

to 150 s ms appropriate to discriminat th climate-change ignal from t he noise 

due to maller sample size, in addition to oth r factors. 

1.5 Di cu ion and conclu. ion 

According to t he 4th Asse sment Report of the IPCC (IPCC, 2007) , increas m 

precipitation for sorne regions around the world, including t he north rn mid- to 

high- latitudes, is expected in future climate. This can dir ct ly influence charac

teristi s of str amflows. Th north ast Canadian watershed considered in this 

study are parti ularly vulnerable to bange in treamflow patterns since 96% of 

con um d l tri ity in th region i hydro-based. In the northern part of Quebec 

which is al o the fo cus of fu t ure dev lopm nt, storage power tation represent 

95% of in talled apacity, while run-of-river power tation account for 95o/c of the 

installed capacity in the southern parts of Qu bec. T herefore, a e ment of pro

jected changes to treamflow characteristics is important to aid d i ion-making 

and identification of appropriat measur s for adaptation of hydroelectric storag 

re ervoir in thi onomically important r gion of Canada. 

Thi paper pre ents an evaluation of the CRCM-simulated str amflow character

istics (mean annual and seasonal t reamflows and selected return 1 vel of high

and low-flow events) over 21 orth a tern Canadian watersheds. High flows de

fined as 1-day maximum flows occurring over the March to July period (commonly 

known as pring floods) and low flow , d fined as 15-day minimum flow occur

ring over th January to May period are derived from daily streamftow value 

which in turn are obtained by routing CRCM-generated runoff u ing a modified 

WATRO TE hem (Sauli t al. , 2000· Poitras t al. , 2011) . Projected chang 
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to streamfiow characteristics are derived u ing an ensemble of ten CRCM simu

lations, five corresponding to the current 1970- 1999 p riod and five to the future 

2041- 2070 period under the A2 SRES scenario. Two methods, one based on the 

ensembl -averaging approach and the other based on merged samples of five cur

rent and five future simulations following multiple comparison tests , are usecl to 

develop projected changes. From the set of analyses p rformed in this study, the 

following conclusions were drawn. 

A comparison of mean claily str amfiow hyclrographs clerived from the CRCM sim

ulat ion when it was driven by ERA40 data (Uppala et al. , 2005) at it boundaries 

and tho e derived from observ cl data at s lectecl stations shows that th shap s 

of the hyclrographs agree overall. However sorne differences are noted both in the 

magnitude and timing of peak fiows. Overall , the madel simulates reasonably 

well the magnitude of high-fiow events, but it performs poorly in simulating the 

magnitude of low-fiow events. The low-fiow discrepancies are attributed primarily 

to the coar e resolution of the soil dataset and the drainage criterion used in the 

mo del. 

Future climate change projections sugge. t significant increases in mean annual 

river fiows with maximum changes occurring over the northern part of the study 

domain. Significant decreases in fall seasonal fiows are projected for southern 

parts of the studied region and almo t same is the case for summer . easonal flow . 

Changes to winter fiows follow closely the pattern of mean annual fiows. Although 

increases in spring seasonal fiows are also ignificant over most part of the domain, 

they are more wide pread for northern compared to outhern watershed . 

The magnitude of low-fiow extremes is projected to increase significantly nearly 

for all watersh ds, though the change in ab olute terms is small. Compared to 

the case of low-fl.ow extremes where th changes are mostly significant , changes 

to high-fl.ow extremes are not generally found significant based on the ensemble

averaged approach. However, when small sample uncertainties are addressed by 

using rn rgecl longer samples, a number of grid cells with significant increases in 

high-fiow return levels emerged for northern watersheds: AR , FEU, MEL, PYR, 

BAL and GRB. In general, the return levels corresponding to short return period 

ar founcl significant more often compared to those corresponding to long r r turn 
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period . 

From th analy is performed in thi. tudy, it can b concluded that larger number 

of en emble members and/ or longer imulation eem to b indisp nsable for 

d riving a robu t climate-chang ig;nal as was concluded by Kendon et al. (2008) 

from t heir analysis of a 3-member Hadl y Centre RCM. In th u e of a parametric 

approach for analy is of change to r turn levels of extremes, as i the ca e of 

t he curT nt study, longer simulation p riod could al o decr ase th uncertaintie 

associatcd with th timation of extr m value di tribution parameter . In t hi 

tudy, the increase of the sample size from 30 to 150 valu s m appropriate to 

discriminat th climate chang ignal from the noise, since the study i based on 

a. ingle RCM. 

To improve th confidence in project d hang to treamflow , model improve

m nts ar necessary. The land surface cheme in the CRCM imulations consid

ered in this study used a 3-layer configuration, with a very thick third layer. To 

improve further the realism of the imulated oil th rmal and hydrologie cycle 

and t her fore the imulated treamflows it is preferable to have higher re olution 

for soil lay r . Another a pect that can be further improved is th frozen oil 

formulation in the model. For exampl iu t al. (2007) obtain d important 

improvement with simulated treamflows for cold regions, particularly with re

spe t to the t iming and magnitude of p ak treamflow, in their tudy using the 

Community Land Model (CLM) by introducing supercooled soil water by im

plementing a freezing-point d pr ion quation and by relaxing the d p nd nee 

of th hydrauli properties on oil ice content by incorporating the conc pt of 

fractional impermeable area, which enhanced th p rm ability of frozen ground. 

In addit ion, Yuan and Liang (2011) in their study using a Conjunctive Surfac -

Sub urface Proces model with an xplicit treatment of surface-subsurface flow 

interaction with the bedrock treat d as an unconfined aquifer , showed improved 

simulation of seasonal- interannual runoff and str amflow variations and extreme 

events. It i xp cted that imilar improv m nts to the CRCM could furth r 

improv th quality of the simulated treamflow . 

Sine on of the main aim of th urr nt ar ticle had been to demon trate the need 

for longer imulations by considering two approaches which includ d m rging of 
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samples from the am RCM, w hav not con ider d multi-RC If ensembles in 

this study. However, future analysis will take into account multi-RCM ensem

bles, driven by mult i-GCMs, to quantify variou sources of uncertaint ie such as 

structural uncertainty, and tho e associated with the use of diff rent GCMs as the 

driving data at the lateral boundaries using the J ARC CAP simulations (Mearns 

et al. , 2009). S uch assessments are crucial to en able a risk-based approach to deci

sion making (Kay et al. , 2009). There is also an ed for high-resolution simulations 

of the arder of at least 10 km to better capture the surface heterogeneity and thus 

to better simulate streamflows to provide information required for many impact 

and adaptation studics. It is expectcd that such simulations will be available in 

the near future. 
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CHAPTER II 

IMPACT OF LAKE-RIVER CO ECTIVITY AND I TERFLOW ON THE 

CA ADIA RCM SIMULATED REGlO AL CLIMATE A D HYDROLOGY 

FOR NORTHEAST CA ADA 

This hapter i presented in the format of a scient ific article that has been submit

ted to the p r-reviewed journal Climate Dynamics. The de ign of exp riments 

and methods, as well as the analy i of data and preparation of the article were 

ent irely carried out by my lf, with Dr. Sushama involved in the upervision of 

all t hese tasks. The detailed r ference i : 

Huziy, O. and Sushama, L. (2015). Impact of lake-river connectivity and interfl.ow 

on the Canadian RCM simulat d regional climate and hydrology for northeast 

Canada. 
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Abstract 

Lakes and river ar important components of the climate system. Lakes af

fect regional climate by modulating surface albedo , surface energy and moisture 

budgets. This is especially important for regions uch as ortheastern Canada 

with approxima.tely 10% of the landma.ss covered by la.kes , wetlands and rivers. 

From the regional hydrology persp ctive, interactions betwe n la.kes and rivers are 

important a strea.mfiow patterns ca.n be significa.ntly modified by lake stora.ge, 

and simila.rly lake levels can be modifi d by streamfiows. In this tudy, using a 

suite of experiments p rformed with the fifth generation Ca.nadian Regional Cli

mat Mo lel (CRCM5) driven by the European Centre for M dium-range Weather 

Forecasting ERA40 r ana.lysis data a.t the lateral bounda.ries for the 1979- 2010 

period , lake-river-atmo phere interactions and their impact on th regional cli

mate/ hydrology of northeastern Canada are assessed. In these CRCM5 simula

t ion a one-dimensionallake madel represent lake , while th river are modeled 

using a distributed routing scheme, and one of th simulations includes interfiow, 

i.e. lateral flow of water in the soil layers. Compa.rison of CRCM5 simulat ions with 

and without la.kes suggests significant differences in winter/ summer pr cipitation 

and winter temperatur for the study region. CRCM5 simulations performed wit h 

and without lake-river interactions suggest improved repr sentation of str amfiows 

when lake storage and routing are taken into ac ount. Adding the int rfiow proce s 

leads to increased trea.mfiows during summer and fa.ll seasons for the ma.jority of 

the rivers ca.using modest chang s to la.nd-atmosphere interactions via modified 

soil moisture. The impact of interfiow on strea.mfiow, obtained in this study, is 

comparable to t he impact of lak -atmosphere interactions on streamfiows. This 

tudy clearly demon t ra.te the need for reali t ic representation of lake-river inter

action in regional climate models for realistic simulation of regional hydrology, 

particularly streamfiows. 

2.1 Introduction 

Climate change will have ignificant impacts on water resources around t he world 

due to th clo e connection between climate and the hydrologie cycle. Scientists 

agree on sorne of the important broad-scale fea.tures of the expected hydrologie 
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changes, the most likely of which will be an intensification of the global hydrologie 

cycle, with an incr ase in the global average precipitation and evaporation as a 

direct con quence of warmer temperatures. However, there will be important 

regional differences in precipitation, runoff and r charge that are important to 

under tand. Thi bas led to an increased interest in a essing projected changes 

to hydrologie characteristics, including river flow r gimes, at regional scale (Hurk

mans et al. , 2010; Monk et al. , 2011; Poitras et al. , 2011; Forzieri et al. , 2014). The 

conv ntional approach to study project d changes to streamflow is based on hy

drologie models driven by outputs (precipitation and temperature) from tran ient 

climate change simulation performed with global climate models and r gional d i

mate models (GCMs and RCMs). Studies based on streamflow directly from both 

GCMs (Falloon et al. , 2011; Weiland et al. , 2012) and RCMs (Poitras et al. , 2011; 

Huziy et al., 2013) ar on the rise though. RCM and GCMs, with their complete 

closed water budget including th atmospheric and land urfac branches are 

ideal tool. to und rstand better the linkages and feedbacks between climate and 

hydrologie system and to evaluate the impact of climate change on streamflows. 

Currently RCMs offer higher spatial resolution than GCMs, allowing for greater 

topographie complexity and finer- cale atmospheric dynamics to be imulated and 

thereby representing a more adequate tool for g nerating the information r quired 

for regional impact studies. In a number of recent tudies , RCMs have been u ed 

to t udy projected changes to variou compon nt of the hydrologie cycle (Jha 

et al., 2004· Wood et al. , 2004; Kay et al. , 2006b a; Su hama et al. , 2006; Graham 

et al., 2007a b; Mladj ic et al. , 2011 ; Monk et al. , 2011; Poitras et al. , 2011). Th re

fore, to improve confidence in similar future work, this study fo cuses on improving 

the realism of RCM-simulated climate and hydrology, particularly streamflow by 

introducing lake-river interactions and interflow (i.e. lateral flow of water in the 

upper soil layers along the topographie lopes) in the regional limate mo del. 

Th role of lakes in modulating regional climate, through bigger thermal inertia, 

smaller roughn and mall r albedo (when not frozen) in omparison with th 

surrounding land areas , is well known (Samuel son et al. 2010; Martynov et al., 

2012; otaro et a l. 2013a). Lake also influ nee significantly the regional hydrol

ogy. For instanc , Bowling and Lettenmaier (2010) d mon trated, for the case 

of the northern coast of Alaska, that up to 80o/c of the snowmelt water could 
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go to lake storage and thus does not contribute to t he spring peak flow. There

fore, modelling lake in climate models i important for better representation of 

streamflows. 

Other processes that are important for realistic simulation of streamflows include 

interflow, surface-groundwater interactions, land use changes, urbanization, irri

gation etc. , which are not usually represented in many climate mod ls, including 

the fifth generation Canadian Regional Climate Madel (CRCM5). Although in

terflow might be an important component , it has been neglected o far in climate 

models that did include simulation of runoff. This was a reasonable assumption 

at coarse resolution , given that interflow clep nd on many parameter , such as 

horizontal hydraulic conductivity of oil , drainage elen ity, for which t he reprc

sentativene of up-scaled valu s might be questionable. At high resolut ions it 

coulcl be ben ficial to parameterize interflow in RCMs (Soulis et al. , 2000). For 

xample, during intense precipitation events, lateral flow could significantly in

crease the p ak t reamflow values in places wher water impecling sail layers are 

near the surface (Chanasyk and Verschuren, 1983). Soulis et al. (2000) and Wen 

et al. (2007) studied the impact of interflow and baseflow on streamflows using 

offiine land surface scheme simulations. Although they obtainecl improvements in 

streamflows after modifying the land surface scheme, the effect of interflow alone 

was not clearly demonstrated. Furthermore Wen t al. (2007), in th ir imula

tions, clicl not notice any significant chang s to sail moisture with interflow and 

grounclwater modifications in the land surface scheme, which might b the reason 

for the weak response of streamflow to interflow in their study. 

The main objectives of this . tudy are therefor to improve the CRCM5 by mod

elling addit ional processes, i. e. lake-river interactions and interflow, to study 

lake-atmosphere and lake-river interactions , and their influence on regional di

mate and hydrology, particularly streamflows, for selected northeast Canadian 

water hed pread mainly across the province of Quebec and parts of Ontario, 

ewfoundland and Labrador province . Thi region is elect d b cau of th 

importance of rivers in the economie activit ies (notably hydropower generation) 

and the pre nee of large number of smalllakes for which the use of a lD column 

lake madel is appropriate. Although previous studies hav look cl at the impact 
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of lakes on regional climate, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have looked 

at the impact of lakes on the regional hydrology, particularly streamflow, in the 

context of a regional climate modelling system. 

The article is organized as follow . Section 2 describes model u ed in th study, 

i. e. the regional limate mod l, lake model and river routing approa h and obser

vation dataset used for validation purposes. The methodology, more sp cifically 

the de ign and purpose of the conducted experiment , is presented in ection 3. 

Results are presented in section 4, followed by a summary and conclusion in 

section 5. 

2.2 Models, experimental configuration and data 

The r gional climate model used in thi tudy CRCM5 is based on a limited-area 

version of the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model used for numerical 

weather prediction at Environment Canada (Côté t al., 1998). GEM mploys 

semi-Lagrangian tran port and a (quasi) fully implicit tepping sch me. In its 

fully elastic non-hydro tatic formulation (Yeh et al. , 2002) , GEM uses a vertical 

coordinate based on hydrostatic pres ure (Lapri , 1992). The following physical 

parameterizations, inherited from GEM, are used in CRCM5: d p convection 

(Kain and Frit ch, 1990) , shallow convection (Kuo, 1965), large-scal ondensa

tion (Sundqvist et al. 1989) , correlated-K olar and terrestrial radiations (Li and 

Barker, 2005) ubgrid- cal orographie gravity-wave drag (McFarlane 1987) , low

level orographie blocking parameterization (Zadra t al. , 2003, 2012) and planetary 

boundary lay r parameterization (Benoit et al., 1989; Delage and Girard , 1992; 

Delage, 1997; Zadra et al. , 2012). 

The Canadian land- urface scheme CLASS version 3.5 (Verseghy, 1991, 2009) , 

which allows a flexibl number of soil layers and depth, is used in CRCM5 . A 

d tailed description of the CRCM5 can b found in !lartynov t al. (2012). Re

solved and ub-gTid lake are represented in CRCM5 u ing the one-dim n ional 

lake mode! developed by Hostetler (Martynov et al. , 2012), wh re the vertical 

heat tran fer i simulated by eddy conductivity and convective mixing (Ho tetler 

et al. , 1993). Lak wat r balance is activated in the current study by taking into 

account alllake inflows and out flows, i. e. precipitation and evaporation, ice thaw 
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and freeze as well as river fiows. T he influence of lake leve! variation on lake 

temperature profile i negl cted in t his study. 

2.2.1 River- lake routing modcl 

The river routing cheme WATRO TE ( oulis et al. , 2000). modified to include 

ground wa.ter reservoir (Poitra.s et al.. 2011 ), i u. ed to imula.te s trea.mflow from 

runoff in CRC 15. T h routing cheme olve the water balance equation at ea.ch 

grid cel! , and relates the water stora.ge to strea.mflow using Ma.nning's equation 

(Tc Chow, 1959). 

1\vo types of la.kcs arc distingui. hcd for lake routing. local and global (Fig. 2.1 ) . 

A gridccll i. con idercd to have a local lake. whcn the tota.l la.ke fra.ctional arca. of 

a.ll lal<:c tha.t fa.ll within the cell i Jess than 0.6. A global lake on the othcr ha.nd 

is sprea.d over severa.! grid cells and receive. infiow from upstrea.m c Ils. How ver. 

RWlo fT gtuc:ratcd 
'Yt'Ïthiu tltc: ecU 

votUJdwatcrs 

GW 

Local lake out flow coutJibutiou 

lake: 

Out fl ow 

lnflow from p-ound Yt'111UJ L GW1 

Figure 2.1: Rcpre entation of local and global la.kcs in the lake-river routing 
schcmc. 
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local lakes do not receive flow from upstream cells as it is assumed here that 

main streams usually do not flow through smaller local lakes. The only runoff 

contribution to the local lakes is from runoff generated within the same grid c ll 

and t he groundwater cont ribution of the same cell. However, the outflow from 

local lakes contributes to the river flow in the cell. The outflow from both local 

and global lakes is modelled u ing the storage-discharge function proposed by Doll 

et al. (2003): 

( 
s ) l.S 

Q(S) = k,.S Smax ' (2.1) 

where S is the active storage [m3]; Smax is t h maximum active storag [m3] and i 

computed as Smax = H · Atake , where H is the maximum activ storage depth [m], 

which i tak n as 5 m, Atake is the area of t he lake; k,. is the outflow co fficient 

[d- 1] (0.01 d- 1) . Thi relation, when applied for observ -d lake sites over the study 

domain, where lake levels and streamflows are available gives satisfactory results. 

In addit ion, it also compares w 11 with the equation propos d by Bowling and 

Lettenmaier (2010). In this study the function from Doll et al. (2003) is used as 

it involves less parameters, and provides r asonable result . 

For local and global lakes , the change in lake leve! i cal ulated fi:om t he change 

in the lake tarage as : 

b.h = b.S (2.2) 
Atake' 

wher b.h is the change in the lake leve! b.S is the change in lake tarage during 

the time step , and Atake i the lak area. 

2.2.2 Experimental configuration and observation data 

The integration domain of CRC 15 covers northea t rn Canada and is shawn in 

Fig. 2.2a. Simulations are p rform d at 0.1 o horizontal resolut ion. The grid i 

uniform in th rotated latitude-longitude projection with 56 hybrid verticallevels. 

For the land surface scheme CLASS, a 26-layer soi! configuration reaching 60 m is 

used . Such a deep CLASS configuration is chosen to better represent near-surface 

permafrost in the northern parts of t he simulation domain (Paquin and Su hama, 

2015). 
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The land surface schem r cognizes four broad categories of vegetation, i. e. needle

leaf, broadleaf, crops and grass. These are specified in the model using multiple 

high-re olution datasets (i.e. USGS-GLCC, GlobCover , GLC2000, LCC2000-V 

etc.). The depth to bedrock, sand and clay fields needed for the soil model are 

specified from the 1° resolution datasets provided by Webb et al. (1993) . These 

fields for the study domain are hown in Fig. 2.2c-e. Initial conditions for the soil 

temperature and soil liquid and frozen water contents are obtained by running 

CLASS offiine for 300 years using atmospheric forcing for the 1961- 1970 period 

from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) 

ERA40 rcanalysis data (Uppala ct al. , 2005) , recursively; these data are available 

at 2.5° resolut ion. The depth of the modelled soil column justifies this long spinup 

period . 

The lake fractions (Fig. 2.2b) over t he domain are based on th Global Land 

Cover Characteristics (GLCC) dataset . According to this dataset, lakes cover 8% 

of th landmass within the integration domain. Nine pere nt of t he grid cells with 

nonzero lake fraction have at least 60% of a grid cell area covered by lakes, i. e. 

the cells that are classified as global lake cells in this study. The flow directions, 

river length and slopes r quired by the rout ing scheme are derived from the 

HydroSHEDS database (Lehner et al. , 2008), available at 30-second resolut ion on 

a latitude-longitude grid. Sea surface temp rature and sea ice cov r in the CRC f5 

simulation are prescribed from ERA-Interim (ECMWF) reanalysis available at 

1.5° resolution (Dee et al. , 2011). 

For validation of simulated temperature and precipitation fields, daily analysis 

from Hopkinson t al. (2011) is used . These data are available at 10 km res

olution over the study region outh of 60° , for the 1970- 2010 period . Snow 

water equival nt (SWE) imulated by the mode! is validated using daily gridded 

SWE dataset developed by Brown et al. (2003), which i availabl for the period 

19 0- 1996 over orth America at 0.25° resolution. Simulated streamflow char

acteristics and lak l v 1 are validated against t hose from t he Centre d 'expert ise 

Hydrique du Québec (CEHQ; http: 1 /www. cehq. gouv. qc . ca/ ). Six unrcgulated 

treamflow gauging stations, with lakes up tream, are selected for validation of 

the simulated streamflow. Three additional gauging stations with lake levels are 
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also selected for validation purpos s. 
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Figure 2.2: (a) imulation domain: the dashcd line separates the blending and 
free zones. The c lours COlT pond to topography (m). Ocean and inland water 
bodi are shawn in blue. Geophy ical fields usee! in the simulation : (b) lak 
fraction, ( c) lep th to bedrock, (cl ) p re ntage of sand and ( e) percentage of clay. 
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2.3 Methodology 

As men ion cl earlier , the objective of this stucly are to improve CRC 1.5 by 

including aclditional pro ces e , i.e. lake-river conn ctivity and interfl.ow, and to 

stucly lakc-atmosphcrc and lake-river interact ion and it impact on regional li

mate and hydrology. To thi end . four CRC 1[5 imulations (Talle 2.1) , a clis

cu ecl b low, clriven by ERA-Interim, are performecl for th 1979- 2010 period. 

The analysis is performecl for the 1991- 2010 p riod , as the first thirte n years of 

t he simulation are considerecl as pin-up. 

Simulation CRCM5-NL, without lakes , is the reference simulation and span the 

1979- 2010 periocl . Lake ar replaced with bare oil in this simulation. The second 

simulation, CRC 15-L1 , con icler lakes, but lake rou ing i not onsiclered. Lal<e 

arc representcd in this simulation using th H tctlcr mode! (Ho tc tl r ct al. , 

1993). The influence of lakes on routing i only through the modifi ation of 

atmo ph ri condit ion by lakcs. Compari on of thi imulation with CR M5- TL 

Saturation front at t = tc 

Figure 2.3: Inclinccl soi! layer an l aturation front at the critical tim (t = tc) 
when the interfl ow regime bange from linear to exponential function of t im . 
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Station ID Simulation Analysis Descript ion 
Period period 

CRCM5-NL 1979- 2010 1991- 2010 Lakes replaced by bare soil 

CRCM5-L1 1979- 2010 1991- 2010 Lakes, simulated by Hostetler model, 
no lake routing 

CRCM5-L2 1979- 2010 1991- 2010 CRCM5-L1 + lake routing 

CRCM5-L2I 1979- 2010 1991- 2010 CRCM5-L2 + interflow, 
interflow slope as for rout ing 

Table 2.1: List of simulations used in the current study. 

will help to quant ify the effect of lake-atmosphere interactions on the regional 

climate (e.g. temperature, precipitation , latent and sensible heat fluxes) and 

its indirect effect on streamflow. The t hird simulation CRCM5-L2 is similar to 

CRCM5-L1 , but includes lake routing. It is used to study the direct influence of 

lalœs on streamflow, i.e. to quantify the lag and damping effect of lalœs on peak 

flows. Since this simulation accounts for both direct and indirect influence of lakes 

on rivers and the simulation CRC tf5-L1 contains only the indirect link t hrough 

modified atmo. pheric condit ions, t he effect of direct lake-river interaction can be 

evaluated by comparing CRC tf5-L2 with CRCM5-Ll. 

The fourth experim nt CRCM5-L2I is similar to CRCM5-L2, but considers inter

flow. Interflow is mostly driven by gravity, and the interflow formulation, u ed 

in t his study, follows Soulis et al. (2000) and Mekonnen et al . (2012). According 

to this formulation , water movement is assumed to occur only along topographie 

slopes and the influence of moisture gradients is neglected. The interflow rate 

I (m/ s) can then be derived, using t h continuity and Darcian equations, as an 

explicit function of t ime (t) elapsed in e omplete aturation of a soillay r : 

I = S R(t)- S R (t + 6 t) He 
6 t s, (2.3) 

where 6 t i th model t ime step [s], and His the dept h of the soillayer [rn] . SR(t) 

in the above equation i the liquid aturat ion ratio, i. e. the ratio of the current 
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soilliquid water content e to the maximum possible liquid soil water content e8 . 

It is a progno t ic variable, calculated by the interftow model using the following 

expre sion: 

S R t = C· ic ' 

{

1- _ t 

, ( ) c~l ( ~) 1/ (c-1) , 
(2.4) 

where t i t he time elapsed [s] since total aturation of the soil layer ; tc is the 

crit ical time [s], i.e. the time it takes for t he saturation front to reach th s epage 

face of the oil layer (Fig. 2.3) . In equation (2.4) c = 2b + 3 where b i a soil 

texture parameter presented in Clapp and Hornberger (1978). 

Cri tical tim is a function of drainage density, slope, horizontal hydraulic conduc

t ivity of soil and es (Mekonnen et al., 2012) . Drainag den ity, i.e. river net

work length per square kilometre of a watershed, is calculated from HydroSHEDS 

(Lehner et al. , 2008) . The river network for ort h America was available only to 

the outh of 60°N in HydroSHEDS when this work was carried out . Th refore, 

grid cells not covered by the HydroSHEDS dataset are a signed mean values of 

the drainage density for th study domain. The horizontal hydraulic conductivity 

i as um d to decreas exponent ially with depth. To derive the maximum value 

of the horizontal hydraulic conductivity, i.e. the value for t he first soi! layer, t he 

ver tical hydrauli conductivity of soi! and ani otropy ratio (/3) of the layer are 

u ed. Th anisotropy ratio i calculated based on the oil textur using the tabl 

value of th ani otropy ratio from Fan et al. (2007) for t he sand (/3 = 2), clay 

(/3 = 48) and silt (/3 = 10). 

2.4 Results 

2.4. 1 Impact of lake on regional climate and hydrology 

A was stated in the methodology ection the effect of lake-atmosphere interac

tions on regional climate and streamftow i. studied by comparing simulations with 

and wit hout lakes, i.e. CRCM5-L1 and CRCM5- L, resp ctiv -ly. 

As exp cted warmer temperatures are obtained wit h CRCM5-L1 compared to 
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CRC~ /[5- TL, particularly for winter. whil a slight coolin · is obtained in the ou th

em part of the tudy domain during ummer (Fig. 2.4) . The warming effect of 

lake in winter i a high as 6°C, which i. around 2° warmer than th maximum 

winter warming reported by Martynov t al. (2012) for the ame region, u ing 
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CRC 15 at a coarser resolut ion. The cooling effect in spring is smaller and almo t 

not vi ible after averaging over the tlarch to May months. The summer cooling, 

associated with evaporative cooling, is more widespread , with cooling directly over 

lakes mostly visible cluring the June-July month (monthly figures are not shown). 

Although increasecl cloud cover can also contribute to this summer cooling, the 

very low non-significant differences in downwelling long-wave radiation (Fig. 2.5) 

between the two simulations uggest no ignificant impact of cloud cover. 

Impact of lakes on the seasonal rn an precipi tation field is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

The simulation with lake CRCM5-L1 has more precipitation compared to th 

simulation wit hout lakes CRCMR-NL , for all seasons. Maximum differences of 

up to 60 mm in the total winter precipitation are notecl. For summer, higher 

precipitation differences are generally locatecl to the east of t he Great Lakes . 

Samu ls on et al. (2010), in their stucly over Europe, showed that the effect of 

lakes could lead to both increase or decrea es in total precipitation (PR) during 

ummer s ason. They r ported an increase in pr cipitation in the case of shallow 

lake. and a cl crease in t he crue of deep lakes. Th decrea e in precipitation for 

cleep lakes in their study is probably du to the effect of cooler temperatures at 

cl pth compen ating the de tabilization caused by additional moisture in the air 

(Lofgren, 1997). 

Accounting lake contributions in the energy and humidity exchanges betwe n the 

surface and atmosphere is expected to hav an impact on str amfiow mo t ly due to 

changes in pre ipitation. Fig. 2.7 shows generally higher streamfiows in CRCM5-

L1 compared to CRCM5-NL, which is generally in agreement with the difference· 

in precipitation between the two simulation (Fig. 2.6). There are sorne regions, 

where streamfiow values are lower in CRCM5-L1 , particularly where there are 

sub-grid lakes , and thi could be due to recluced runoff-contributing area due to 

the presence of lakes instead of bare soil. 

To validate the simulated tr amfiow six gauging tation are sel ctecl. The 

location of these tations and th ir corr ponding up t r am areas, as een by the 

model, are shown in Fig. 2.8a. The observed and moclellecl streamfiows hown 

in Fig. 2.9 indicate an overe timation of spring peak fiows by both CRCM5- L 

and CRCM5-L1 for all stations. This ov r stimation is primarily due to the 
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absence of lak s in CRCM5- L, and ab ence of lak rout ing in CRCM5-Ll. T he 

overestimations for the northern stations (104001 , 093801 , 093806) are also r lated 

to t he overestimation of winter SWE for the northern regions in bath CRCM5-

L and CRCM5-L1 (Fig. 2. b ). The winter SWE is relatively better repre. ented 

for the sout hern region in CRCM5-L1 and CRCM5- L. Generally, in CRCM-

11, where lake-atmospher interactions are includecl , the volume of water fiowing 

yearly through the selectecl gauging stations is higher than that for CRCM-NL 

and also th umm r treamfiows are slight ly higher, clue to higher precipitation 

in CRCM5-L1 comparecl to CRCM5- L. However, the errors in t he timing and 

magnit ude of spring peak flow remain in bath simulations, as lake rout ing and 

other proce e are not consid red in these two experiments. The impacts of lake 

rou t ing and interflow ar cliscu sed below. 
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Figure 2.9: ompari on of the climatologie streamflow from experiment. CRCM5-
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2.4.2 Direct impact of lake on streamflow 

Direct impact of lakes on streamflow is studied in this section by comparing sim

ulation wi th ( RCM5-L2) and without ( RCM5-L1) lake routing. Lake rctain 

nowmelt watcr and precipitation, act ing as sinks/ rc crvoirs in spring and sum

mcr. After ummcr they rcvcrt to upply watcr o rivcrs during autumn and 

wintcr cason. . Lal<es arc very important sources of watcr in wintcr. This is 

clearly visibl in Fig. 2.10, which shows the patial distribution of the effect of 

lake routing ou . ea anal m an streamflows. Fall and winter str amflow. are clearly 

higher in CRCM5-L2, with winter differences tatistically significant for most of 

th nor thern land region . Spring flow. are learly r du c d in CRCl\II5-L2 a lak 

. tore par t of the snowmclt. 

Lake routing leads to bett r r pre ntation of spring peak flows in CRC tl5-L2 

(Fig. 2. 11a) , when upstream urface runoff dominates (093801 ), compared to the 

ases wh re ubsurfacc runoff has grcatcr influence on streamflow (0 1002). lev

crt h le the improvcmcnt luc to lak routing i. rol u t and the cornpari on of 
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F igure 2.10: Mean seasonal streamflow (upp r row, for simulation CRC tl5-L1) 
and chang s to the mean streamflow due to lake routing (bottom row, i. . RCM5-
L2 minu CRCIVI5-L1) . All value arc in rn3 / s. Dot how grid c Ils whcrc the 
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modelled and observed hydrographs confirm this at other stations (Fig. 2.11a). 

The winter flow increase in CRCM5-L2 and is doser to observations in the ma

jority of the cas s, especially for the northern stations. In t hese regions , the 

contribution of groundwater to streamfiow during winter is almost negligible, due 

to the small soil moisture storage capacity of th thin soil layer, which is related 

to the proximi ty of bedrock to th urface. During fall, streamfl.ow is overe ti

mated at all gauging stations. The overestimation can be partly xplain d by 

the overestimation of fall precipitation (figure not shown). The higher streamfiow 

overestimation for the stations in regions with de per bedrock (i.e., the outhern 

stations) might be cau ed by uncertainties in soil parameters u ed to estimate 

infil tration, which then leads to the overestimation of drainage in spring, which is 

relea ed into river later during fall season. 

Fig. 2. llb shows scatter plots of the ob erv d and modelled lOth and 90th p r

centiles (i. e. QlO and Q90) of daily climatological streamfiows. Lake routing 

improves model's ability in reproducing th characteristics . The goth pere ntile, 

which is overestimated in CRCM5-Ll due to the lack of lake torag during 

snowm lt, i improv d for all stations when lake rout ing is considered. The lOth 

percentile, which is underestimated in CRCM5-L l , is improved through lake con

t ribution to streamfl.ows and is now doser to the observed valu s for the majority 

of t he selected gauging stations, except for 080718. This is refl.ected in the R2 

values shown in Fig. 2. 11 b where it increases from 0.66 to 0.83. 

Lake-river connectivity, as discussed above, is important to improve streamfl.ows 

and similarly it is important for lakes as streamfiow entering lake can change 

t he lake water budget and therefor lak 1 v 1 . The observed and CRCM5-L2 

modelled mean annual cycle of lake level variation are hown in Fig. 2.12 for 

three lake level gauging station (093807, 011502 and 040408). Good agreement 

between modelled an observed variability is evident from this figure. To further 

demon t rate the importance of lake-river connectivity in determining lake levels 

and its variabili ty, lak level variability is d termined for CRCM5-L2 at the am 

t hree gauging station , considering only precipitation and vaporation, i.e., th 

streamfiow contribut ions to lake water budget is neglected. This new lake level 

variability, named CRCM5-L2(P-E) i also plott d in Fig. 2.12. Clearly, the lake 
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level variabili ty obtained by neglecting streamfiow cont ribution to lakes fails to 

capture the timing and magni tude of ob erved lake level variabili ty at all three 

gauging station , suggesting the importance of lake-river connectivity on lake level 

variabili ty. 
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Figure 2.11: (a) Same as Fig. 2.9 but for simulation CRCM5-Ll and CRCM5-
L2, (b) S atter plots of 90th (left) and lOth pcrccnt ile (right) of the daily mean 
climatologie streamflows d riv cl from ob erved and modellecl (CRCM5-Ll and 
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2.4.3 Impact of interftow 

As discussed earlier, th interflow process is considered in CR l\II5-1 2I simulat ion. 

T he imulat d zonally averaged mean interflow rate for th 1991- 2010 period i 

shawn in Fig. 2.13 . The interflow proce s fir t starts in th southern 1 art of th 

domain in March and t h n propagates northward following nowmelt. Interflow 

also oc ·urs in summcr and fall a . ociatcd with precipitation events in the outhcrn 

parts of th region. However, thi summ r interflow is modest inc t h pr ipita

t ion event t hat trigg r interflow incr ase. oil moi ture only for a horter p ri od 

in comparison to nowmelt wherc the soil stay aturatcd for longer p -riods duc 

to continuou infiltration of snowm lt water. Interflow in winter is practically z ro 

duc to frozen condi tion , exccpt in Dccember over th southcrnmo t part of the 

regi n . 

To study t he impact of int rflow on t reamflows, the difference in treamflow for 

CRC 115-12! and CRCM5-12 are shown in t he top row in Fig. 14, which uggcst 

higher treamflows in CRC 115-12! compared with CRCM5-12, parti ularly vi ibl 

for t h major streams. Howcver , some decreases can also l e not d . To undcr tand 

the. e diff r n e , the surface and ub urface runoffj drainage and soil moisture 
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Figure 2.13: Zonally averaged mean interflow rate for the fir t oil lay r , for th 
1991- 2010 p riod, for CRC 115-121. 
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fields ar further analy. ed (Fig. 2.14). Note that the surface runoff in CRCM5-

1 2I inclucles int rflow contribution. 

In general, higher surface runoff i noted over. outherly and central regions during 

spring in RCM5-12I ompar d to CRCM5-12. Thi. i du to spring nowmclt , 

which saturate th soi! , th r by nhancing lateral flow . Although lateral flows 

can lower oil moi ture , t he continuous infil tration of snowmelt water help to 

maintain high r oil moi ture levels and therefore lat ra] flows during spring. 

Once snowmclt ease , i. . during summer, the southernmost region hows re

duced urface runoff in CRCM5-12I due to reduced oil moi ture au d by lat-

rai flow and due to the absence of a continuou ource of infilt ration as during 

snowmelt . Regions of high r surfa runoff in CRC 115-121 omparecl to CRC 115-

1 2 migratcs furthcr north by summer , as snowmelt continue. through the carly 

part of summer for th region . tati t ically signifi cant cliff renees, with higher 

urfa e runoff value in CRCM5-1 2I, are not cl for the out herly r gions during 

summer, though it is not translated to significant chang in streamflow . Thi 

is du to high r interflow contribution to sm·fac runoff associated with precipi

tation event .. The relation between precipitation and interflow in thi south rn 

region in summer is confirmed by the positive correlation bctween pr ipitation 

and inter flow (Fig. 2.15). 

Th impact of interflow on surfa e fluxe 
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Figure 2. 1 Correlation b tw n CRCM5-1 21 variable , for t he 1991- 2010 p riod 
(I TF - interflow rate in the top soil layer, PR - total precipitation rate, SI -
soi! ice fraction in the top soi! layer, SWE - now water quivalent, 1HF - latent 
beat flux), for spring and ummer season . 
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on climate. The impact of interflow on the latent and sensible heat fluxes is very 

modest. The lower (higher) values of latent (sensible) heat flux (figure not shawn 

for sensible heat flux) in CRCM5-L2I for the outhern part of the domain in sum

mer could partly be due to the reduced sail moisture in this simulation due to 

lateral flows. To understand better th connection between various variables , cor

relations of different interflow-related surface variables for CRCM5-L2I are studied 

(Fig. 2.15). In the northern and central parts of the study domain bath interflow 

and latent heat flux increase at the ame time in spring, which is signified by the 

high po itive correlations in Fig. 2.15. This is because snowmelt increases both 

evaporation and infiltration and therefore interflow in spring, as is evident from 

the negative correlations between SWE and interflow and also between SWE and 

latent heat flux. On the contrary, over a smaller southernmost part of the region, 

a negative correlation betw n latent heat flux and interflow rate is obtained in 

spring. This could be due to the decrease in the interflow rate caused by the de

crease of oil moisture, bat h liquid and solid , and an increase in the evaporation 

caused by warmer temperatures. Thi r gion with negative correlation grows and 

displaces nor thward in summ r (Fig. 2.15). The positive correlation between the 

interflow rate and sail ice content , as well as SWE, over the southernmost region 

suggests that the evaporation is enhanced at the same time as the interflow is 

suppres ed in thi part of the simulation domain during summer. 

2.5 Summary and conclu ions 

Lakes and ri vers caver approximately 10o/c of the northeastern Canadian landmass 

and therefore exert an important infiu nee on the regional climate and hydrology. 

The main obj ective of this study was to understand lake-river connectivity and 

interfiow processes and their impacts on regional climate and hydrology. Four 

CRCM5 imulations driven by ERA-Interim reanalysis at the lateral boundaries 

for the 1979- 2010 period ar present d in this paper. To begin with , the impact 

of lakes on the regional climate i. asse d by comparing imulations with and 

without lak . To study direct lake-river interactions, the simulations with and 

without lake routing are compared. Finally, the impact of lateral fiows in the sail 

layers are assessed using th simulations with and without interfiow . 
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Results based on the compari on of imulation. with and without lak s how 

that lakes act to increase air temperature in winter and for mo t part of um

mer , with th xception of lru·ger lake , where summert ime evaporative cooling is 

more important . Lakes bring more moi ture to the system and g nerally cause 

precipitation incr a e for all seasons. 

Results from the simulat ions with and without lake routing suggest significant 

improvement to the timing and magnitude of spring peak flows and winter low 

flows. Th indirect influence of lakes on river , obtain d in this region, is modest 

in comparison with lake routing i.e. the direct effect . Impact of rivers on lakes 

via lake inflows is found important to apture the variability of lake level. In 

summru·y both simulated streamfl.ows and lake levels benefit from lake routing. 

Analy i of the imulation with interflow uggests maximum interflow during 

snowmelt period . Thi i du to th high oil moistur l vel during thi pe

riod du to nowmelt and ther fore infiltration of snowmelt water. The effect 

of interflow on studied surface variabl and fluxes i in general modest over th 

tudy domain. The effect of interflow on str amflows is mostly posit ive and is 

comparable to the effect of lake-atmo phere interactions on treamflows. 

Although the study yi Ids ncouraging re ult with the lD lake madel appli d 

to t h lakes of all izes, work is und r way to us a 3D-madel to r pr sent the 

bigger lakes in CRCM5, which could improv mixing and capture the circulation 

patterns in lakes and consequ ntly fluxes of humidity and h at between the lakes 

and t h atmosph r . Adding the energy l alan equation to the routing scheme 

and conn t ing lalœ and riv r thermod namically could also lead to a more 

comprehen iv modelling tool, though th benefi ts at t he cur-rent madel resolution 

might not be very significant. 

Ther ar many ource of uncertainties r maining in the runoff parametrization 

uch as errors in the geophysical fields. The version of GLASS used in the cur

rent t udy do not take into account vegetation characteristics when computing 

hydraulic conductivity of the soil which might xplain the small interflow values 

even in the forested areas. Ther for futur studie a re r quired , to look into the 

sensitivity of the interflow parameterization to the oil parameter and to improve 
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the representat ion of the impacts of vegetation on the soil hydraulic properties . 

Simulated runoff and treamflow could also be fur ther improved by considering 

interactions wi th the ground water table and by improving the parameterization of 

the hydraulic propertie of frozen ·oil in CLASS. It must be noted that the resul ts 

presented here are bas d on a single simulation per configuration. To improv 

confidence in the results, it would be useful to perform an ensemble of simulations 

in the fu ture. It would al o be u eful to perf01·m climate change simulations 

to assess t he impact of lakes, lak -river connectivity and interflow processes on 

proj cted changes to the regional climate and hydrology. 
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CHAPTER III 

LAKE-RIVER A D LAKE-ATMOSPHERE I TERACTIONS I r A 

CHA GI G CLIMATE OVER NORTHEAST CA ADA 

Thi chapter is presented in the format of a scientific article that has been submit

ted to the peer-r viewed journal Climate Dynamics. The de ign of experiments 

and methods, as well as the analysis of data and preparation of the article wer 

entirely carried out by myself, with Dr. Sushama involved in the supervision of 

all these tasks . The detailed referenc is: 

Huziy, O. and Sushama, L. (2015). Lake-riv r and lake-atmospher interactions 

in a changing climate over northeast Canada 
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Abstract 

Lakes influence the regional climate and hydrology in a number of ways and there

fore they should be represented in climat models in a realistic manner. Lack of 

repre entation of lakes in models can lead to errors in simulat d energy and water 

fluxes, for lake-rich regions. This study focuses on the assessment of the impact 

of climate change on lakes and hydrology as well as on the influence of lakes on 

proj ected changes to regional climate and surface hydrology, particularly stream

flows, for ortheast Canada. To thi end , transient climate change imulations 

spanning the 1950- 2100 period are performed , with and without lak s, with the 

fifth generation of the Canadian Regional Climate Madel (CRCM5) , driven by the 

Canadian Earth System Madel (CanESM2) at the lateral boundarie for Repre

sentative Concentration Pathway 8.5. An additional CRCM5 simulation, driven 

by ERA-Interim reanalysis for the 1980- 2010 period , is performed in arder to 

as e s performance and boundary forcing en·ors. 

Performance errors are assessed by comparing the ERA-Interim-driven imulation 

with availabl observation datasets , for the 1980- 2010 period , for selected vari

abl s: 2-m temperature, total precipitation, snow water equivalent (SWE) and 

treamflow. The validation results indicate r asonable madel performance over 

the tudy region. Boundary forcing en·ors are studied by comparing ERA-Interim

driven simulation with the one driven by CanESM2 for the curTent 1980- 2010 

period, to identify regions and seasons for which projected changes should be 

interpreted with extra caution. 

Comparison of projected changes from th CRCM5 simulations with and with

out lakes suggest that the pre ence of lakes results in a dampening of projected 

increase to 2-m air temperature for all seasons almost everywh r in th tudy 

domain, with maximum dampening of th ord r of 2 oc occurring during winter, 

mo tly in the vi inity of the lakes. A for streamflow , proj ected increases to 

spring streamflows, based on the simulation with lake are found to be small r 

than that without lakes and this i due to the storage effect of lake . Similarly, 

lower decreases in summer streamflows in future climate are noted in the simula

t ion with lake due to the gradual release of snowmelt water star d in lakes. An 
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additional CRCM5 transient climate change simulat ion with lake and interflow, 

i.e. lat ral flow in the soil layers, i compared with t he simulat ion with lakes 

but without int rflow, to ru ess the impact of interflow on projected change to 

regional climate and hydrology. Maximum interflow i projected to shift earlier 

in spring and t he maximum interflow rate i expected to decrease by around 25 

% in future. Results sugg st that th impact of interflow on proj cted changes to 

precipitation, soil moisture and humidity are modest , even though the interflow 

intensity i changing noticeably in futur climate. The impact of the interflow on 

proj cted changes to streamflows is in the range of ±50 m3 / s. This study thu for 

the first t ime demonstrates t h impact of lake and interflow on projected changes 

to the regional climate and hydrology for the tudy region u ing a single regional 

3.1 Introduction 

Inland water bodies, such as lakes and riv r , are e ent ial for human livelihood 

(i. e. drinking water agriculture, hydroel ctricity, transportation) , and t hi has 

led to many activit ie around lak s and river , which in turn r sult d in the 

development of expensive and important infrastructur in the proximity of uch 

water bodi . The at ty and prop r fun tioning of these infrastructur in th 

context of a changing climate is a major oncern. For thi r ason, it is important 

to ass proje t d chang s to the hydrological cycl and related uncertainti s. 

The Fifth Assessment Report of th Int rgov rnm ntal Panel on Climate Chang 

concluded that there wi ll be an intensifi ation of the hydrological cycle in the 

fu tur warmer climate. It was al o r port d that the frequency and inten ity of 

extr m pr cipitation vents have likely increased over orth Am rica and Europe 

since around 1950 (Hartmann t al. 2013) and that it will very likely increase over 

mo t mid-latitude land-masse in fu ture climate (Collin t al. 2013). However 

there is still li ttl vidence that the changes in hydrological floods, i. e. high river 

flow , are affected by anthropogenic climat change. The low confidenc i due to 

th lack of long-term record from unmanaged catchment . N verthele · , based 

on recent tr nds in extreme precipitation and streamflow , orne regions, primar

ily in the northern high latit ude (Hartmann et al. , 2013) , how higher flooding 
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risk.. Recently Huziy t al. (2013), using an ensemble of the fourth generation of 

the Canadian Regional Climate Madel (CRCM4) climate change simulations, ug

gested significant increases to 10- and 30-year return levels of 1-day high flows for 

the northern part of Northeast Canada. However , the river routing sch rn , used 

in Huziy et a l. (2013), did not include lake-river interact ions or interflow proce ses, 

and the CRCM4 did not represent lake-atmospher interactions for sub-grid cale 

lakes. But these processes are important for the study region , abundant with 

lakes and rivers. Ther fore, to further increase the confidence in , understanding, 

and correctly assessing the change in the probability of hydrological floods and 

droughts in fu tur climate over such regions, a reali t ic representation of lakes and 

rivers, lake-river and lalœ-atmosphere interactions in climat models i important . 

Lakes due to their thermal inertia and water storag capacity, influence both 

regional climate and hydrology (Samuelsson et al., 2010; Martynov et al. , 2012; 

otaro t al. , 2013b; Huziy and Su hama, 2015) , leading to cooler (warmer) air 

temperatures in summer (fall and wint r) and higher low flows in winter and 

attenuated spring peak flows. State-of-the-art regional climate models (RCMs) 

and sorne global elima te mo del ( GCMs) represent lakes using 1D column mo del 

(Dutra et al. , 2010 ; Samuelsson et al., 2010; Martynov et al. , 2012; otaro et al. , 

2013a; B nnington et al. , 2014). Two mo t commonly used lalœ models incorpo

rated in GCMs and RCMs are FLake (Mironov et al. , 2010) and Hostetler 's madel 

(Hostetler t al. , 1993). The former is bas don the concept of self-similarity of the 

vertical temperature profile below the mixed layer, while the latter in arder to es

tablish th vertical temperature profile, salves the thermal diffusion equation and 

accounts for wind-driven mixing through enhanced thermal diffusion. The two 

madel ar found to perform reasonably w ll for shallow lake (Martynov et al. 

2012), although Martynov et al. (2012) pointed out that FLake under stimate 

the diurnal variabi li ty of the lak urfac t mperature and that Ho tetler s madel 

simulate too rapid pring warming in their study over North America. Dutra 

t al. (2010) , based on their tudy at the global scale with Flake, highlighted 

the need for r pr enting snow over lake i in lake models. They sugg st that 

now over lake ice in r a e the lalœ ice caver duration compared to simulation 

without snow over lake ice, and lead to better climatology of lak ice caver dura

tian. Furt h rmor , tudies using the Ho tetl r ' madel for deep lak s report sorne 
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difficult ies in represent ing vertical mixing (Gu et al. , 2013 ; Bennington et al. , 

2014). 

Although many climate models, particularly RCMs, include lakes, only few studies 

have attempt d to realistically simulate th water balance of lakes, con idering 

infiows and outflows of lakes, and t he impact of lakes on streamfiows. Huziy 

and Sushama (2015) recently implemented a river/ lake routing scheme, interfiow 

process , i.e. the lateral flow of water in the top soillayers along topographie slopes , 

and interactions between lakes and rivers in the fifth generation Canadian Regional 

Climate Madel (CRCM5). By including lake rou ting, they noticed significant 

improvements to the simulated spring peak and wint r low fiows, which were too 

high and too low, r spectively, without the lake-river interaction. The impacts 

of interfiow on simulated streamfiow and on th r gional climate were modest 

according to t h ir tudy. These new implementat ion. in CRCM5 by Huziy and 

Su hama (2015) r sulted in a more comprehensive tool for regional climate change 

studies that can be u ed to better under tand interaction between atmosphere, 

lake and rivers in the context of a changing climate. 

This study therefor focus s on the projected changes to the regional climate 

and hydrology for northea tern Canada (Fig. 3.1) using CRCM5, and timates 

the impacts of lake-river , lake-atmo phere intera tion and of interfiow on the 

proj ected chang to elected hydrologie and n ar- urfac climate variables under 

the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5). For this scenario, the 

concentration of gre nhou e gases in th atmosph re continu to ri. e during the 

21. t cent ury, causing an increase in the radiative forcing of 8.5 W / m2 by 2100 

with r spect to the preindu trial period . The tudy domain (Fig. 3. 1) caver 21 

watersheds that are important for various economie activi t ies (notably hydropower 

g neration) and contain a large number of subgrid lakes for which the use of a 1D 

column lake mod 1 i appropriate. Th zonal di tribut ion of lak s in t h r gion 

i shawn in the bottom right panel of Fig. 3.1 It can be noted that mean lake 

fraction r a h up to 20o/c in the southern and up to 10o/c in t he northern regions. 

The rest of th article is organized as fo llows. Section 2 describes models used in 

the study, i.e. t he regional climate mod l, lalœ madel and river rout ing approa h, 

as well as the design and purpose of the conducted experiments. Results and 
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analysis are presentecl in ection 3 followecl by the summary and conclusions in 

ection 4. 

3.2 Moclel and methocls 

3.2.1 Moclel 

The regional climate moclel usecl in this .tudy is CRCM5, which is basecl on a 

limitecl-area ver. ion of the Global Environment Multiscale (GEM) moclel u cl for 

num rical weather prediction at Environment Canada (Côté t al. , 1998). GEM 

employ emi-Lagrangian t ran port and a (quasi) fully implicit stepping ch me. 

In its fully ela tic non-hyclrostatic formulation (Yeh et al. , 2002) , GEM use a 

vertical coorclinate basecl on hyclro tati pr ure (Laprise 1992). The follow

ing physical parameterizations, inheritecl from GEM, are u ecl in CRCM5: de p 

convection (Kain and Fritsch, 1990) , hallow onvection (Kuo, 1965) , large- cale 

concl n ation (Sunclqvi tet al. , 1989) cotT latecl-K solar and terre trial radiations 

(Li and Barker 2005), and subgricl-. cale orographie gravity-wav drag (Mc.Far

lane 19 7) , low-1 vel orographie blo king parameterizat ion (Zaclra et al. , 2003, 

2012) and plan tary boundary layer param terization (Benoit t al. , 19 9· Delage 

and Girard 1992; Delage, 1997; Zadra et al. , 2012). 

Th land urfa h rn i the Canaclian LAnd Surface Sch rn (CLASS), version 

3.5 (Ver eghy, 1991, 1996). Thi version of CLASS uses a flexible oil layering 

ch rn , i. . th numb r of soil layers and their thickn an be adju tecl as re-

quirecl. CLASS include progno tic equation for energy and water con rvation 

for th thre oil lay r and a thermally and hydrologically di t in t snowpack 

(treated as a variable-depth lay r) wh r applicable. The thermal budg ti per

fm·med over all oil layers but th hyclrological budg t i don only for lay r. 

above th b dro k. The v g tation canopy in CLASS is treated xplicitly with 

properties based on four vegetation types: needl l af t rees , broadleaf tre s, crop 

and grass. CLASS adopts a p eudo-mosaic approach and divid a h grid-cell 

into a maximum of four sub-ar : bar oil, v getation snow over bar oil and 

snow with vegetation. The energy and water budget equations are fir t olved for 

each ub-ar a eparat ly and then averaged over the grid-c 11. D tail d descrip-
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tion of CRCM5 can be found in Martynov et al. (2013). CRCM5 has the option 

to use FLake or Hostetler madel for lakes. In this study, lakes are represented 

by Hostetler 's madel (Ho tetler et al. , 1993; Martynov et al. , 2012), where the 

vert ical heat transfer is simulated by eddy conductivity and conv ctive mixing. 

The lake ice and snow mode! i based on t he modified Patterson and Hamblin 

(1988) formulation , and uses heat diffusion and energy balance equations to cal

culate snow and ice temperatures as well as ice melt ing and ablation (Martynov 

et al ., 2012) (Martynov et al. , 2012) . Fractional ice cover is represented following 

Goyette et al. (2000). The Hostetler 's madel is selected, from the two available 

lalœ parametrizations, as it is more suited for water budget studies. 

The river rout ing scheme, WATRO UT E (Soulis et al. , 2000), modified to include 

a ground water res rvoir (Poit ras et al. , 2011 ), is us d to simulate streamfiows 

from runoff generated by CRCM5. The rout ing scheme salves the water balance 

equation at each grid cell , and relate the wat r storag to streamfl.ow using Man

ning's equation (Te Chow, 1959). For lake routing, following Doll et al. (2003), 

lakes are classified into 2 types in thi study: global, i.e. large lake that occupy 

everal grid cells, and local lake , i.e. mailer lakes that occupy les than 60o/c of 

the grid cell area. Lake-river interaction is treated slight ly different ly for local and 

globallakes. Globallakes receive upstream river flow and runoff generated wit hin 

the lake cells, while local lakes only receive runoff generated in th corresponding 

grid cel! and influence down tream rivers, depending on how much water they 

storej release to the drainag n twork. Lake water balance is activated in the cur

rent study by taking into account precipitat ion and evaporation lake ice, as well 

as river infl.ows and lake out flow . The out flow from both lake types is modelled 

as a function of the lalœ active storage. Initial lake d pths are as igned from 

the global lake depth database developed by Kourzeneva (20 10). An init ial lake 

temperature of 4.2 oc is assum d v rywhere, xc pt for th top layer, wh r th 

init ial t mperature is assumed to be equal to the mean annual air temperature. 

The influence of lake leve! variation on lake t mperature profile is neglected in 

thi tudy. More detailed de cription of the river and lake routing chem s u ed 

in CRCM5 can be found in Huziy and Sushama (2015). 

Interfl.ow is represented in GLASS using Darcy 's and continuity equations applied 
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to liquid sail moisture (Huziy and Sushama, 2015) . This parameterization is 

activated when the volumetrie fraction of liquid oil moisture exceeds the field 

capacity. Interflow is mostly active in spring during snowmelt and also during 

summ r when intense precipitat ion events saturate th sail. 

3.2.2 Method 

Three tran ient climate change simulations driven by the second generation Cana

dian Earth System Madel (CanESM2) and one imulation driven by ERA-Interim 

are con idered in this study (Tabl 3.1). The ERA-Interim-driven simulation 

ERAI-CRCM5-L , i. e. the configuration including lak sand lake-river int ractions 

but without interflow, i used to assess performance errors, i.e. errors due to t he 

physics and dynamics of the mod 1, by comparing with available ob ervations. 

In thi tudy, performance error are assessed for mean ea anal 2-m temp ra

ture, total precipitation, snow water quivalent (SWE) field and for climatologie 

hydrographs and selected high and low flow return levels at 6 gauging stations. 

Th Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution i u ed to compute return 

levels of extreme (high and low) flow events. Following Huziy et al. (2013), the 

high (low) flow event is defined as the maximum (minimum) 1-day (15-day) flow 

occurring during the March to July (January to May) period . Ten- and 50-year 

return periods are considered for high flows, while 2- and 5-year return periods are 

considered for low flows. The choice of smaller return periods for low flows is based 

on the fact t hat a hydrological drought of 2-year return period is catastrophic 

enough to have an advers impact not only on t h hydropower s ctor, but also on 

the ecosy tem, particularly the aquatic !ife (Smakht in, 2001 ). 

The return level, z, for a given return period T is computed using the fo llowing 

equations: 

z(T, J.L O", Ç) = ( O" / Ç) [(ln T ) -ç - 1 J + J.L (3 .1) 

(3.2) 

where J.L , O" Ç are the parameters of the GEV distribution. Equations 3. 1 and 3.2 
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yield the low and high flow return levels, respectively. 

Performance err·ors associated with 2-m air temperature and total precipitation 

are estimated by comparing model outputs with 3 different gridded observation 

datasets: a) monthly UDel (Willmott and ilatsuura, 1995) data et at 0.5° re. olu

tion , available for the period 1901-2010; b) CRU TS 3.10 monthly dataset (Harris 

et al. , 2014) , with the ame spatial resolution as UDel, available for the period 

1900- 2009 and c) 10 km resolution daily data from Hopkinson et al. (2011), avail

able over Canada , south of 60°N, for the 1980- 2010 period . The use of the three 

observation datasets will help a se the uncertainty a sociated with the e ob. er

vation datasets . Simulated snow water equivalent is validated using the daily anal

ysis dataset from Brown et al. (2003) , available for the period 1980- 1996 at 0.25° 

resolution. Observed daily streamfiows, used for validation, are provided by the 

Cent re d 'expertise Hydrique du Québec (CEHQ; http: 1 /www. cehq. gouv . qc . ca). 

Six unregulated gauging stations, with lakes upstream of the e stations, are se

lected for validation of t he simulated streamfiow. The observed and modelled 

str amfiows are compared over periods between 1980 and 2010 with continuous 

observat ion data. 

Before looking at projected changes, boundary forcing errors, i.e. errors in the 

studied simulated variables due to en·ors in the driving data, are assessed by 

comparing the GCM-driven simulations in current climate with those driven by 

ERA-Interim. Boundary forcing error are as e sed for mean easonal 2-m temper

ature, total precipitation, SWE and streamfiow fields and for mean hydrograph , 

at selected basin outlets , by compa1·ing CanESM2-CRCM5-L and ERAI-CRCM5-

L simulations for the 1980- 2010 period. Regions and seasons with large boundary 

forcing error requir high caut ion when interpreting model results, pmticularly 

proj ected changes. 

The transient climate change simulations for the 1950- 2100 period, i. e. CanESM2-

CRCM5- L, CanESM2-CRCM5-L and CanESM2-CRCM5-LI, are driven by CanESM2 

at the lateral boundaries. In CanESM2-CRCM5-NL, lakes are replaced with land 

(bare soil), while lakes are repre ented by the Ho tet ler model in CanESM2-

CRCM5-L and CanESM2-CRCM5-LI. This way the lake module is never called 

in CanESM2-CRCM5-NL, since all of the lake fractions are 0, and lakes do not 
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influence t he regional climate and hydrology in this simulation. Since t he rout

ing scheme in CanESM2-CRCM5-L includ s river-lake interactions, compari on 

of proj cted chang s to the regional climate and hydrology based on CanESM2-

CRC 15-L and CanES t12-CRCM5- L will help a sess the impact of lakes on 

proj ct d changes to regional climate and hydrology, including streamflow. The 

t hird simulation CanESM2-CRCM5-LI i similar to CanESM2-CRCM5-L, and in

eludes t he interflow process parameterisation. Therefore, it is also used to study 

t he interflow process in the curr nt and fu ture climates. 

The analysis of projected change i performed by comparing seasonal mean 2-m 

temperature, total precipitation, streamflow fields and climatologie hydrographs, 

at selected basin out lets for the 2070- 2100 period with tho e for the 1980- 2010 

period, from the CanESM2-CRCM5-L simulation. Since the project d changes ob

tained wit h CanESM2-CRCM5-LI ar very imilar to t hat of CanESM2-CRCM5-

L, only results from CanESM2-CRCM5-L ar pr ented . Statistical significance 

of the projected changes is assessed using Welch's t-test , i. e. the generalization 

of the Student 's t-test , which does not assume equal variances of t he compared 

samples (Welch 1947) at the 5% significan e level. Statistical significan e of the 

projected changes to the high and low flow return levels at th 5% significance 

leve! is determin d u ing th non-parametric vector bootstrap resampling method 

(Khaliq t al. , 2009). 

Al! CRCM5 integrations are performed over a 260 x 260 points gr id cov ring north

east Canada a shawn in Fig. 3. 1, at 0.1° horizontal re olution and wit h 56 hybrid 

vert ical levels in the atmosphere. The boundaries of 21 sel cted wat rsheds t hat 

are considered in this study are also shawn in this figure. More details about the 

watersheds are ummarized in Table 3.2. AU analysis, presented h r i performed 

for th inner free zone of 220x220 grid-points excluding the halo and bl nding 

zones (20 points on each ide). The halo zone (the outer 10 points) provides in

terpolated driving data for t he emi-Lagrangian interpolation. Th bl nding zone 

(the 10 points b tw n the halo and the free zone ) i the Davies sponge zone 

where the CRCM5 atmospheric fields are damped toward the driving fields. Since 

no addit ional nudging is used, the driving fields influence CRCM5 simulations 

only t hrough th value in the halo and the blending zones. For the land surface 
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No. Simulation Period Pilot data Configuration 

ERAI-CRCM5-L 1979- 2010 ERA- lnterim Wi t h inte ractive lakes and lake 
rou t ing 

2 CanESM2-CRCM5-N L 195ü-2100 CanESM2 No lakes, no la ke routing 

3 CanESM2-CRCM5-L 195ü-2100 CanESM2 With interactive lakes and la ke 
rou t ing 

4 CanESM2--CRCM5-Ll 195ü-2100 CanESM2 Wi t h interactive lakes, la ke ra u t-
ing and interflow 

Table 3.1: List of simulations used in the current study. 

scheme CLASS , a 26-layer sail configuration reaching 60 rn is used . The fractional 

areas of the four plant functional types consiclered in CLASS are specified using 

th USGS-GLCC dataset. The sail composition (sand , clay) and depth to bedrock 

are taken from Webb et al. (1993) . Lake fraction are ba edon the Global Land 

Caver Characteristics (GLCC) dataset. Flow directions and other paramet rs 

used for routing are derived from the HyclroSHEDS dataset (Lehner et al. , 2008). 

Ali geophysical fi Ids used in the study are th sam as in Huziy and Sushama 

(2015) . 

Initial conditions for th sail t mperature and sail water cont nt (liquid and solid ) 

are obtain cl by running CLASS offiine for 300 years u ing atmospheric forcing 

from ERA40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al. , 2005) for t he 1961- 1970 periocl recur-

ively, for th ERAI-CRCM5-L simulation. For t he CanESM2-driven simulations , 

initial condit ion are obtained in a similar fashion , but u ing atmo pheric forcing 

for the 1961- 1970 period from a coarse resolution CRCM5 simulation driven by 

CanESM2. The clepth of the moclelled soi! column justifies the long spinup period. 

The sea ice caver and ea surface temperatures are prescribed from ERA-Interim 

and CanES 112, for ERA-Interim-CRCM5-L and CanESM2-driven simulations 

respective! y. 
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No. Name of t he wa ters hed Abbreviation Area (km2 ) 

1 Arnaud ARN 26,712 
2 Fe uilles FEU 41,07 
3 Mélèzes MEL 41, 97 
4 a nia piscau 'A 29,665 
5 Caniap i cau (Pyrite) PYR 7,290* 
6 G ra nde ri vière de la Ba leine GRB 34,45 1 
7 Baleine BAL 29,340 
8 George GEO 24,058 
9 C hmchil Fall H U 44,977 
10 La Gra nde R ivière LGR 95 ,914 
11 atashqua n NAT 15,456 
12 Romaine ROM 12,241 
13 Moisie MOI 18,917 
14 Manicouagan MA 29,1 1 
15 Rupert RU P 39 ,6 7 
16 Bell BEL 23 ,700 
17 Sain t Maurice STM 41,919 
18 Ottawa RDO 143,039 
19 Saguenay AG 71,655 
20 Bersimis-Outardes-Ma nic SOM 64,904* 
21 Waswan ipi WAS 30,267 

Table 3.2: Name abbreviation and drainage areas (krn2) of the studied water
sheds; the areas are calculated based on the flow direction field. The asterisk 
(*) indicate compound basins (PYR contain CAN and !lA is a sub-basin of 
BOM) . 

3.3 R ult 

3.3.1 Performance and boundary forcing rrors 

To ass ss th performance errors for 2-m air temperature and precipitation fields, 

imulated air temperature and precipitation ar ompared with gridded observa

tion datasets for the 1980- 2010 period. When comparing model outputs with the 

lower re olut ion data et CRU and UDel, model outputs are up caled to the sam 

r solut ion. Since the performanc error obtained when comparing with CR 

and UDel are v ry imilar , only CRU compari ons are shown here. In addition , 

comparison with a higher r solution dataset from Hopkin on et al. (2011) i al o 

shown (Fig . 3.2 and 3.3) . Performanc errors based on the higher and lower res

olution datasets ar in g neral similar, although the errors, based on Hopkinson 

t al. (2011 ) are somewhat mall r both for 2-m temp rature and pr cipitation 

fields, with th exception of ummer precipitation. CRCM5 overestimates win

ter and summer mean temperatures by about 1.6°C (1.1 °C) and 0.5°C (0.8°C) , 

respectively, compared to CRU- based (Hopkinson-based) data et (Fig. 3.2). eg-
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ativc biascs appcar mainly in the northcrn part of the domain cluring pring and 

fall , most ly clue to the ovcr .timation of snow albedo. This ovcrc timation of 

. now albedo is notee! when comparee! to tha.t from the IODIS clataset (fi gure 

not shown). P rformancc crror in precipi tat ion arc mostly posit ive, with the 

exception of mall regions ncar the western and outhcrn boundarics of the study 

domain during summcr and fall scasons (F ig. 3.3) . Very modcst n gativc 1 iascs 

in precipitation an be en in wintcr as wcll. The arca-averagcd scasona.l precipi

tat ion biascs ovcr the frcc zone, whcn comparcd to CRU. range from 0.3 mm day 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Locations and identification number. (ID ) f the gauging stations 
on id r l for validation, -vvith their upstr am areas (d t rmined from the flow 

dir etions field) hown shaded. (b) Comparison of ob rv cl (black) and modelled 
(blue and r cl correspon l to ERAI-CRCM5-L and anE 12-CR M5-L imula
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the 1980- 2010 period. 
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(1410) in wintcr to 0. 5 mm lay (17o/c: ) in ummcr . T he arca-averagcd bias s , bascd 

on Hopkinson ct al. (2011 ), vary from 0.1 mm1 day (6 10) in wintcr to 0.7 mm day 

(24o/c: ) in ummcr. 

The abili ty of th mode! in capt uring the inter annual variability in 2-m air tem

perature and precipitation field i asses ed 1 y comparing modelled standard de

viations for different seasons with those from the Hopkinson 's dataset (figure not 

shown) over the 19 0- 2010 p riod . The 2-m air temperature variabili ty, over the 

land points wh r ob crvation data arc present. is undcrcstimated in winter (by 

-17 10) , spring ( -1 Oo/c: ) and fall (- %) , and overcstimatcd in mmncr ( 910) . Th r

rors as ociatcd wit h 1 rccipitation varial ility arc lowcr in winter and fall (-5 o/c: and 

5o/c: rcsp ctivcly) and high r in pring and umm r (25 o/c: and -20% re ·pcctivcly). 

The mod lied trends ar validatcd u ing tcmporaJ COlT lation of the ob rv cl 

and mo lcllcd tim s ri for ach sea on. The correlations of the arca-avcragcd 

obs rvcd and modclled e onal t imc series ar · very rcasonablc. with values in 

the 0.9 to 0.99 range for 2-m air temperature, and b twc n 0.76 an 1 0.90 for 

precipitation. 
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The SWE errors (Fig. 3.4) exhibit a north-south dipolc pattern in winter and 

spring, wi th strong posit ive p rformance errors in t he north rn and much weaker 

n gative performance errors in th outhern part of the domain. Winter SWE 

avere t imation in the northern part of the domain is related to t he overestimation 

of precipitation . The southerly bia e in SWE during wintcr ould be explained 

by the lat onset of snow due to the temperature overestimation in the madel. 

Similarly, spring SWE is over stimated in th north , duc to pr cipitation overes

t imation and pring temperature undere timation. egative performance en ·ors 

in SWE during spring ar r lated to the ov r stimation of th 2-m air tempera

t ure in th outhern part of the study region in spring. These SWE error will 

be r flected in the pring streamflows, which are almo t ent irely associat d wi th 

nowmelt. 

The location of he ix gauging tat i on , l ted for the asses ment of performance 

errors a ociated with streamflows, along with the drainage area upstream of the 

gauging tation are hown in Fig. 3.5a. Th p rforman crrors can b assessed 

by comparing the ERAI-CRCM5-L imulated hydrographs with those ob erved 

(Fig. 3.5b). Th timing of the pring p ak flow of the 3 nort hern stations (104001 , 

093801 093 06) are w ll captur d , whil the peak are d lay d for the other 3 

outherly stations (081002, 081007, 0 071 ). Despite the over stimation of SWE 

in ERAI-CRCM5-L for th north rn r gion , th imulat d timing and magnitude 

of pring peak flow agree well with that observed for the 3 northern t ations. The 

bia e ar larg r for th po t nowm lt period. Thi is b cau th - lake tore the 

snowmelt, whi h is overestimated in ERAI-CRCM5-L , and release it gTadually 

after t h nowm lt p riod. Th pr cipitation ov r t imation (po t snowmelt) also 

cont ributes to the biases during this period. The same explanation hold for 

the outh rn tation. for t h po t- nowm lt p riod. A y t matie delay in the 

t iming of pring peak flow can be noted for the southern tation . Thi delay 

can be partly xplained by the xcessive infilt ration occurring during the melting 

period . A ummary of the annual tr amflow biases and corT lations with observed 

hydrograph i giv n in Table 3.3. 

Finally the abili ty of the mod 1 to reproduce extreme events i evaluated by com

paring r turn levels derived from ob erved extreme flow and from t hose simulated 
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Simulation 
ERA1-CRCM5-L CanESM2-CRCM5-L 

Station Annual bias (%) Correlation coefficient Annua l bias (%) Correlation coefficient 
104001 5 0.96 13 0.90 
093801 23 0.91 34 0.87 
093806 24 0.98 36 0.98 
081002 22 0.65 12 0.74 
081007 10 0.47 1 0.66 
080ïl8 31 0.30 15 0.51 

Table 3.3: Annual mean biases [%] and correlations for the mean hydrographs at 
the 6 selected station compared to those observed. Al! the corr lation coefficients 
are significant at the 1% significance level 

by ERAI-CRCM5-L at the sam 6 gauging stations (Fig. 3.6). Although generally 

th return levels ar weil captured, similarly to mean hydrograph , the low flow 

return levels ar overestimated for ali stations and the high flow return levels are 

slightly undere t imated for 2 of the 6 station . The mean bias in the modelled lü

and 50-year return levels for high flows is 12%, whil tho a ociated with the 2-

and 5-year low flow return levels ar 42% and 53% respectively. 

From the comparison of th 2-m air temperature, total precipi tation and SWE 

fields along with str amflow from CanESM2-driven and reanalysis-driven simu

lations, it is po . ible to get sorne useful in ight on the impact of errors in t he 

driving data. The spatial plots of the differences between CanESM2-driven and 

ERA-Interim-driv n imulations, i. e. boundary forcing rror , for the studied do

main for the 4 eason are shown in Fig. 3.7. From thi figure, it can be noted 

that 2-m air temperature is associated with po it ive boundary forcing errors, ex

cept during spring and ummer wh n negative boundary forcing en·ors are noted 

for the northern regions. The positive boundary forcing rror in the screen leve! 

temperature is in agre m nt with previous studies over North America performed 

using CRCM5, driven by CanESM2, at a coarser resolut ion (Separovié et al. , 

2013; Garnaud and Su hama, 2015). The positive boundary forcing rror in 2-m 

air t mperature in winter and pring (for the southern regions) leads to n gativ 

boundary forcing rrors in SWE during th se month . Although the boundary 

forcing en·ors in mean wint r and pring SWE are negative positiv boundary 

forcing errors in streamflows are obtained during these seasons (Fig. 3. 7) , due to 

enhanced m lting in the CanESM2-driven imulation. The earlier start of the 

m lting season , in the CanESM2-driven simulation, results in the slightly ear-
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li r occurrence of the pring peak in CanESM2-CRCM5-L imulated hydrographs 

(Fig. 3.8). 

The patial patt rn of the boundary forcing errors of streamfl.ow se rn to fol

law th boundary forcing errors in total pr cipitation during umm r and fall in 

the. outhern water heds (Fig. 3.7). Th n gative boundary forcing error during 

fall are more evident when comparing climatologie hydrograph at cl ct d basin 

outlet for t he CanESM2 and ERA-Interim driven simulat ions (Fig. 3.8) . The 

po itive boundary for ing error in 2-m air temperature fields during fall could 

also contribute to the negative boundary forcing errors in tr amfl.ow through 

enhanced evaporation which l ads to mall r runoff. For example, higher tem

P ratures and lower precipitat ion in th CanESM2-driv n imulation in summer 

lead to negative boundary forcing error. in treamfl.ow during summer and later 

during faU, with re p ct to th reanaly is-driven imulat ion (Fig. 3.5b). Similarly 

to the negative boundary forcing errors in rn an hydrograph during winter and 

end of spring in CanESM2-CRC.IVI5-L (Fig. 3.5b ), the r turn lev ls, bath of high 

and low fl.ows, from the CanESM2-driven simulat ions show maU po itive bound

ary forcing errors with respect to ERA-Interim-driven imulation alma t for all 

station (Fig. 3.6). 

In general , t he signs of the boundary forcing (Fig. 3.7) and performan error 

are the ame except for summer pr -cipitation wh n boundary for ing rrors are 

negative (Fig. 3. 7) and performance rror are positive over the eastern part of the 

domain. This is refl.ected in the simulated treamfl.ow in the CanESM2-CRCM5-

L configuration. During summer and faU , streamfiow from CanESM2- RCM5-L 

configuration is oft n clo er to the obs rvations than that from the ERA-Interim

driven onfiguration (Fig. 3.5b) probably due to corn pen ation of the rrors. 

3.3.2 Projected regional climate and strearnfiow changes 

Proj cted chang s bas d on th CanESM2-CRCM5-L transient climate change 

simulation ar pre. ented h r for clect d variable (Fig. 3.9). A comparison 

between futur (2070- 2100) and curr nt (1980- 2010) climate suggests proj ected 

increas of mo t ly up to lOoC for 2-m temperature in winter, and th e chang 

are ignificant ov r the entire landmas . Summer temperatures are also projected 
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to increase over the entire domain generally in the 6- 9°C range. The summcr and 

fall change arc more unifo rm, comparcd to the wintcr pcriocl , whcn the northcrn 

regions aJ'C projcctccl to have highcr incrcascs in temperature comparccl to the 
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out hern regions. Th 1owest increw e to 2-m air temperature are projected to 

occur in fall , which is around 5. oc on average. 

Winter an l spring precipi tation is proj ected to in rease in future clima.te and the 

increase is significant ev rywhere, except for a ma.ll region to the outhwest of th 

d main. In summer, chang s to pr cipita.tion are mo t1y not significant , except 
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over eastern Atlantic coastal r gions and ARN wat r h d, wh re po it iv changes 

are obtained and to the sout h of Hud on Bay where som ignificant d creases in 

precipitation are noted. The ·hange in fall precipitation i only significant for the 

northern half of the region of inter st. All ignificant precipitation change are 

positive during ali seasons except summer when positive and negative ignificant 

changes are noted. The summer decr as in precipitation are mo t ly due to the 

decrea ed -vaporation in the outhw t part of the domain. 

Higher air temperatures in winter and spring in future climate lead to reduced 

snow cover duration , du to t he lat on t and early rn lt of. now. Though winter 

precipitation increases , winter SWE is proj cted to d cr ase everywh re over the 

t udy domain du to the higher rain to now ratio during wint r in the future 

climate. Thi i reflected in the project d changes to streamflows, which how in

creases in the future climate. Spring streamflow are al. o proj ected to increase du 

to increased spring precipitation and po sibly due to earli r snowm lt in the future 

climate. Streamflows are mostly projected to decrease due to reduced precipita

t ion in the we tern and central parts of th domain , and incr a ed vaporation, 

in the central and northern parts of the domain during summer in the futur 

climate. Projected changes to fall str amflows exhibit a dipole pattern , with in

creases in the northern regions and decr a in the outhern regions, r sembling 

th patial patt rn for projected changes to precipitation. 

Projected chang to extreme flow charact ristics, i .. 10-year and 50-year return 

levels of 1-day high flows, and 2-year and 5-year return level of 15-day low flows, 

imulated by CanESM2-CRCM5-L are shown in Fig. 10. Almost no significant 

changes to high flow return levels ar det cted for future climate. Th changes to 

t he low flow r turn levels are mo t ly positiv and significant at the 5% ignificance 

level ov r all studied watersheds. The increases to the low flow return levels 

are mo t ly above 45o/c. However, small region , where the changes are le s than 

15%, appear in th northernmo t and outhernmost part of th d main. The 

smaller po itive changes to the low flow return levels there could be explained by 

the smaller decreases in winter SWE and low r increases in pring precipitation 

(Fig. 3.9) , which influence groundwater contribution to tr amflow during frozen 

condition , ov r the northernmost part of the domain. Sorne decreases to th 
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low flow return levels are noted in t he southern part of the domain in CanESM2-

CRC !15-L, which might indicate reduced groundwater contribution to streamflows 

cluring low flow periocls at those points in fu t ure climate clue to enhancecl summer 

vaporation and reduced summ r and fall precipitation. At the basin scale, m an 

proj ectecl changes to the 10-year and 50-year return levels of high flows range 

from -12% and -16% in the STM basin to 15% and 22% in the ARN and R P 

basins, respectively. The basin scale mean projectecl changes to th 2-year and 

5-year return levels of low flows range from 34% and 26% in the RDO basin to 

105o/c and llOo/c in the ROM and MAN basins, respectively. 

Huziy et al. (2013) also assessed projected changes to return levels of law and 

high flow vents, using runoff from an ensemble of a previous gen ration of the 

CRCM (CRCM4) simulations over a similar region, nort heast of Canada. The 

spatial resolution of the imulations used in that stucly was 45 km. The 10-ycar 

return levels of 1-clay high flow w r proj ctecl to increase significantly only for 

the northernmost part of the domain in that tudy. The resul ts for the 30-ycar 

return levels of 1-clay high flow were similar to tho e of the 10-year return level , 

although the regions of ignificant changes were smaller. As for the ret urn levels 

of 15-clay low flows corresponcling to 2- and 5-year return periocls, t he changes 

were greater than 80o/c almost cverywhere except for sorne northern basins, and 

part of RDO and BOM. 

Projected chang s to electecllake variables such as the zonally averaged lake wa

ter temp rature , lake ice thickne and lake ice caver are di cu. secl now (Fig. 3.11). 

The temperature of the urface layer in lakes is projected to increase in fu ture di

mate. The mean increase is arouncl 6°C in umm r and fall and mostly less than 

1 oc in wint r, with the exception of southern regions where th win ter warm

ing vary between 2 to 5°C. Th winter lak ice caver fraction and thickness are 

proj ctecl to decrease on average by about 0.17 and 10 cm, respectively. These 

changes to the lake variables are expectecl to cause enhancecllatent heat flux clur

ing all season (Fig. 3.9) in the fut ure climate. The sensibl heat flux is mo t ly 

projectecl to decrease over lakes , cluring summer (figure not shawn). This clecr ase 

could be explained by t he maller increase in the lake water temperature, com

pared to the incr ase in the air t mperature, which leacls to lower temperature 
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3.3.3 Influence of lakes on projected clima.te change 

To study the influence of lakes on climate change simulat d by CRCM5, the pro

jecte l changes from CanES 12-CRCl\15-L (with lake ) and CanESl\12- RC 15-

NL (without lakcs) a.re compa.red. It must l e notcd tha.t the projcctcd changes to 

the variable. con idercd bclow. gcncra.lly have the sa.mc ign in both Ca.nESTVI2-

CRCM5-L a.nd CanE M2-CRCM5- ·1. A expected . duc to the high thermal 

in rti a. of lakcs. a.n attenuation of the projcctcd incrca.sc in 2-m temperature is 

not cd for a.ll scasons (Fig. 3. 12), cspccially for the northcrn part of the domain 

during wintcr , whcr the projcctcd incrca.ses to 2-rn temperature a.rc the highcst. 

Th a.rca.-a.vcra.gcd attenuation of projc 'tcd incrca cs to 2-m a.ir temperature 1 y 

lake rang from l °C in winter to 0.2°C during fa.ll. 

The projcctcd incrca.scs in wintcr precipitation a.rc smallcr in Ca.nESM2-CRCivi5-
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L ·ompared to CanES il2-CRCM5- L. This attenuation in the projected incre e 

in total precipitation is due to the smaller incr ase in temperature and t herefore 

in evaporation in CanESM2-CRCM5-L compared to CanESM2-CRCM5-NL. The 

domain mean attenuation of projected increases in precipitat ion during winter, 

due to lake , i around 0.1 mm/ day, whil it i almost negligible for the other 

s asons. The patterns for SWE change due to lakes, in g nera], fo llow tho e for 

precipitation. 

The impact of lakes on projected change to winter streamflows exhibits a north

sout h dipole pattern with augmentation of th limate change ignal in the north

ern and attenuation in the outhern part of the study domain. The projected 

changes to winter streamflows are mostly posit ive in both CanESM2-CRCM5-L 

and CanESM2-CRCM5-NL, as di cussed earlier . The att nuation in project d 

changes to streamflows in the southern part could be du to t he attenuation in 

the projected changes to precipitat ion. It could also be du to the storage of the 

increa ed proportion of rain, as well as runoff from earlier nowmelt , in lakes , in 

CanESM2-CRCM5-L. Streamflow changes are augmented in CanESM2-CRCM5-

L, compared to CanESM2-CRCM5- L for the northern regions, becau e of th 

increased lake contribution to streamflows in CanESM2-CRCM5-L in t he fut ur 

climat . Tote that snowmelt start only in spring for the e regions. In spring, 

these northern region show an attenuation in the climate change signal, du to 

t he early tart of rn lt ing period and incr a ed storage of melt water in lalœ . 

On average, lakes tend to dampen projected increa e to winter, spring and fall 

streamflows by 10, 15 and 7 m3 js, resp ctiv ly, while the dampening of the pro

jected decreases in ummer streamflow is around 14 m3 js. 

Comparison of the projected changes to 2- and 5-year 15-day low flow return levels 

between CanESM2-CRCM5-L and CanESM2-CRCM5-NL simulations hows a 

north-south dipole pattern in the differences to the projected changes (figure not 

shown). The dipole pattern is similar to t hat noted for mean winter streamflows 

(Fig. 3. 12) , i. e. posit ive in the north and negative in the sout h. T h low flows occur 

during frozen soil condit ions over the tudy domain and hence th mechanism of 

impact of lakes on the return levels is probably the same as that for the mean 

winter streamflows, and is based on different timings of the melt ing season at 
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different latitudes. 

The effect of lakes on climate chang ignal thus varies with season and region 

considered. For example, in fall, even though the surface runoff is proj ected to in

crease, which partially goes to lake storage, the streamflow changes are dampen d. 

In summer ther is going to be a decreas in surface runoff compared to curTent 

climate (figure not shown) due to enhanced evaporation . The changes to summer 

evaporation are much higher than the projected increases to summer precipitation , 

but it i partly compen at d by the lak contribut ion in CanESM2-CRCM5-L , 

which leads to positive impact of lakes on projected changes in summer stream

flows. This is also confirmed by the differences in projected changes to mean hy

drographs for CanESM2-CRCM5-L and CanESM2-CRCM5- L (Fig. 3.13). From 

the hydrograph it an be noted that lak- mo t ly attenuat the climate change 

signal. As for the timings of the maximum changes to the hydrographs, lakes 

delay them slightly, i. e. with lakes the maximum streamflow increases occur later 

in pring, whereas the maximum decreases occur later in summer or in fall . 

The changes to lake-river int raction could be analy d u ing project d change 

to lake levels (Fig. 3.12). The lake levels are projected to decrease in the southern 

part of the domain (south of 46° ) for all eason , probably due to increased 

evaporation, which would cause smaller contribution of lakes to the river flow. To 

the nort h of the 46°N parallel, the lake level are higher during winter and spring 

and lower during ummer, which will probably lead to higher impact of lakes on 

the winter low flow and pring peak , although in summer their role for river flow 

is project d to d cr 

3.3.4 Influence of interflow on projected climate change 

A comparison of CanES 112-CRCM5-LI with CanESM2-CRCM5-L is used to study 

the impact of interflow process on climat change signal. The interflow proc ss 

in th tudy region i mostly active during nowmelt periods (Fig. 3.14) , which 

vary from March to Jun for outh rn to northern regions. During snow-free 

periods, interflow occurs following intense precipitation events, which lead to soi! 

saturation, a necessary condition for triggering lateral flow. From Fig. 3.14, it 

can be seen that most of the precipitation related lateral flows are observed in 
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the southern parts of the domain. The interflow effect on streamflows varies in 

sign. Increases in streamflow, caused by interflow , are often followed by decreases, 

caused by enhanced infiltration of water into soil due to oïl moisture deficits 

created by interflow. 

The lower latitudes show a decrease in the lateral flows during snowmelt periods 

(around 38%), possibly due to reduced . now cover and therefor reduced soil 

saturation levels for this region. A decrease in maximum interflow values (by 

approximately 8%) and shift in their t iming to earlier in pring are noted in 

future climate (Fig. 3. 14), which is in line with projected changes to the t iming 

of snowmelt and to snow cover itself. The projected incr a e in interflow rat in 

fu ture climate during summer and fall s asons could be a ociated with enhanced 

precipitation rat during these periods in fu ture climate . 

The impacts of interflow on the projected changes to surface and subsurface runoff, 

t reamflow, soil moisture, and evaporation are modest for the study region. A 

look at the mean changes in hydrographs (plotted using monthly means) near 

selected basin outlet (Fig. 3.15) show that the maximum impact of interflow on 

projected changes to streamflow is approximately 1% of the maximum climate 

change ignal at corresponding outlets. The higher positiv impacts of interflow 

on projected changes to streamflow are noted at the outlet of RDO basin (Fig. 

15) during summer (up to 16 m3 
/ ) and at the outlet of LGR (up to 35 m3 / s) 

during fall. Interflow attenuates projected changes to streamflow at the outlet of 

SAG basin during all seasons, with th maximum attenuation (around 45 m3 j s) 

occurring in September. These difference are indicators of proje ted changes 

to interflow contributions to streamflows, i. e. when they are positive (negative) 

the interflow contributions to streamflow are projected to increase ( decrease) in 

future climate. The changes to interflow are controlled by changes in soil moisture 

driven by changes to SWE, precipitation and evaporation. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Since lakes and rivers are important components of the climate of Tortheast 

Canada , and since the population heavily rely on the tability of these resourc , 

it is important to understand well their impacts on the regional climate and how 
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the anticipated climate change might influence lake-river-atmosphere interactions. 

Therefore, the impact of lake-river-atmosphere interactions and of the interflow 

process on the regional climate, hydrology and CRCM5- ·imulated climate change 

ignal ar evaluated in this worlc To this end , three transient climate change simu

lations are p rformed with CRCM5 driven by CanESM2 at the lateral boundaries 

for the 1950 to 2100 period , for the RCP8.5 scenario . The first simulation includes 

lakes, while the econd one does not have lakes and the third simulation has both 

lakes and the interflow process. An addit ional simulation, driven by ERA-Interim 

reanalysis, for the 1980- 2010 period , is performed in order to assess performance 

errors, i.e. error. due to the physics and dynamics of the regional model. 

Performance rror as ociated with 2-m air temperature and precipitation field 

are assessed by comparing with three different observation datasets: CRU, UDel 

and Hopkinson et al. (2011). AU comparisons show similar results, although the 

performance errors are generally smaller when compared with the higher resolution 

dataset from Hopkinson et al. (2011). 2-m temperature performance errors are 

mostly positive in winter and summer. egative biase appear only in th north rn 

part. of the domain during spring and fall . Performance errors for precipitation are 

positive for aU seasons. The above temp rature and pr cipitation biases influence 

simulated SV/E, which in turn causes overestimation of spring peak and winter 

flows. 

Boundary forcing error ar generally of the same ign as performance error , 

except for summer and fall precipitation in the central part of the domain , where 

the boundary for ing and performance err·ors are of opposite signs, which lead to 

smaller total treamflow biases in CanESM2-CRCM5-L than in ERAI-CRCM5-L 

during summer and faU easons (Fig. 3.5b). 

Assessment of projected change to s a onal streamflows for the 2070- 2100 pe

riod, compared to 1980- 2010 suggests increases in winter and spring over the 

ntire study domain, due to higher fraction of liquid to olid precipitation and to 

the projected increases in total precipitation. In summer , th mean streamflows 

are generaUy projected to decrease, due to higher vaporation and part ly due to 

reduced pr cipitation in future climate. During fall , streamflows are projected to 

increase in th northern part of the domain , where precipi tation increase seems 
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to overcom enhanced evaporation, although in the southerly regions streamflows 

are expected to decr ase. 

Projected changes to th 10- and 50-year 1-day high flow return levels are found 

to b not significant at t he 5% significanc l vel almost everywher over the study 

domain. On t he contrary projected change (mo tly increa e ) to the 2- and 5-

year 15-day low flow return levels ar found to be significant almost everywhere 

over the domain, which confirms results previously reported by Huziy et al. (2013). 

It must be noted that Huziy et al. (2013) used a previous version of the madel, 

which is entirely differ nt to t he version considered here, i. e. with respect to the 

physics and dynamics. The imulations were performed at a coarse resolution and 

did not include lak routing. The similarities, in spite of the madel differences, 

indicate the robustness of the obtained results . 

Compari on of proj ected changes from the two simulations with and without lake 

uggest important impact of lakes. Lake are found to attenuate projected in

creases to 2-m temperatures , due to their th rmal inertia. Although, the maxi

mum attenuation is noted in th vicini ty of t he lakes, the proj ected change to 

2-m air temperatur s ar dampened over the entire region, even in plac with 

relatively mailer lake fractions. Re ult ugg t that the impact of lake on pro

jected changes to streamflows during winter-spring season depends on the stage of 

the spring snowmelt. Therefore, the projected increases to winter streamflows are 

amplified in the northern and dampened in the southern part of the domain. Th 

projected increases to spring streamflows are mostly dampened by the storage 

effect of lakes. 

Based on the projected change to lake l vels, sorne conclu ion could be made 

concerning lake-river interactions, particularly impacts of lak on streamflow. 

Lake level , and consequently impact of lakes on rivers, are projected to decrea 

in future climate in the sout hern part of the domain t hroughout the year. In 

the larg r northe.rn part of the domain, the lake-river interactions are expected to 

decrease in summer and to be amplified in winter and spring, due to decr ased 

and increased lake levels in futur climate re pectively. 

As for the interflow , its impact on projected changes to str amflows is small 
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(Fig. 3. 15) for the current domain and resolut ion. Its impact on projected changes 

to precipitation , soil moi. ture and humidi ty is also modest. The duration of the 

period when the interfl.ow process is active in t his region is probably too short 

to cause ignificant impacts on projected changes to the r gional climate. More 

studies, covering other regions, with more accurate geogra1 hic data are requir cl 

in orcier to state this wit h certainty. 

The results presented here, alt hough of innovative nature, are based on single 

simulations of various configurations. It would be useful to perform an ensemble 

of simulations per configuration to improv confidence in t he presented results . 

The modelled streamfl.ow could be furt her improved by improving the quality of 

geophysical fields used in the land surface herne to calculate hydrauli conduc

t iviti , infilt rat ion and surface runoff. The impact of vegetation on hydraulic 

conductivity might improv the representation of the interfl.ow process. For the 

lakes, t h impl mentation of the heat exchange wit h rivers might be beneficiai for 

the corT t repre entation of the n rgy balane . Work is underway to fur t hcr 

improve the frozen soi! parameterization and surface-groundwa tcr interactions, 

which could furt her improve simulated streamfl.ow and increas confidence in t he 

project cl chang s simulated by CRCM5. 
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CO CLUSIO 

The stability of freshwater rcsources in a changing climat is an important one rn 

worldwide. RCMs, becau e of their higher spatial resolution compared to GCM , 

ar being in r asingly used to provide detailed information required for wat r 

resources related mitigation and adaptation studies. Thu , it i important to 

represent reali tically surface types and processes including t hos r lated to fresh 

water bodies such as lakes and river in limate models. Thi project, therefore, 

focus es on improving the representation of lake-river connectivity and interflow 

proce s in CRCM5, and to study lake-river-atmosphere interactions within a single 

regional mod lling. y tem, for both current and futur climates , for Northeastern 

Canada. The results obtain d during the course of the project, a summary of 

cientific contributions, current limitations and future work ar discussed below. 

Summary of re ul ts 

Projected changes to streamflow characteristic over ortheastern Canada were 

assessed using transient limate hange simulations from CRCM4 in the first part 

of the thesis. Analysis of the str amflow hydrographs for current climate indi

cated sorne madel deficiencies uch as underestimated low flows due to the lack 

of representation of lakes in the madel. Lake modulate streamflows for this r -

gion by toring snowmelt water , which i r leased gradually to river during the 

ummer to winter seasons. Proj ected changes to mean annual and seasonal flows 

and selected high and low flow return levels were studied, assuming that the sys

tematic rrors cane 1 out when computing climate change signal. Results sugg t 

st atistically significant incr ases to mean annual streamflows nearly all over the 

study domain, while those for easonal streamflows show increases/ decreases de

pending on the season. Two- and five-year return levels of 15-day low flow. are 

proj cted to increase ignificantly over most part of the study domain , although 

the changes are small in absolut tenn . Based on the ensemble averaging ap

proach, change to 10- and 30-year return level of high flows are not generally 
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found significant. However, when a similar analysi. is performed using longer 

samples obtained by merging th different imulations for current and similarly 

for future climate, significant increases to high flow return lev 1 are found mainly 

for the northernmost watersheds. This part highlight the need for longer sam

pies, particularly for extreme events , in the development of robu t projection. ·. 

Although important information on projected changes to streamflow characteris

tics are develop cl , it is important to understand the physical mechani m behind 

these projected changes. This led to further developments of the CRCM and 

sen itivity xp riments to fo cus on important scienc questions. 

Bas cl on the findings from the xperiments with t he offline version of the river 

madel, perform cl in the fir t part of the study, CRC 1!5 simulations with lak sand 

river , deeper sail configuration (60 m and 26 oil layers) and higher horizontal 

resolution (0.1 °) were used in the remaining two part of th the is. 

The influence of lake-atmosphere, lake-river interactions and of interflow on the 

regional climate and hydrology were studied in the econcl part of the the is using 

a uite of CRCM5 simulation over northeastern Canada for the CUITent period . 

Experiments with and without lake demon trate the thermal moderat ion effect of 

lakcs, with warmer winter and cool r umm r t mp ratures in the simulation with 

lakes. Lake-river interactions significantly improved the hyclrographs, with lake 

dampening the spring flows and provicling water later during the year cluring low 

flows periods, and lake leve! variability. A for the interflow, its impact on regional 

climate and hydrology were modest for the study domain. It i mostly positive 

and is comparable (if one considers treamflow) to the effect of lake-atmosphere 

interaction . 

Finally, the impact of climate change on lake and regional hydrology as well as 

th influence of lakes on proj ect cl changes to r gional climate and hydrology for 

northeastern anada were studied in the third and final part of the thesis using 

transient climate change simulations spanning t he 1950- 2100 period, with and 

without lakes, for the RCP8.5 sc nario. Comparison of projectecl hange basee! 

on t he simulations with and without lake suggests that lalœs dampen projected 

changes to 2-m temp rature for all seasons. As for streamflows, projected changes 

to pring streamflows were att nuated in the imulation with lakes and this is 
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due to t he storage effect of lakes, despite the projected increase in precipitation 

for the spring season in fu tur climate. Similarly, proj cted changes to summer 

streamflow were augmented in the simulation with lakes , due to the rel ase of 

snowmelt water and larger amounts of pr cipitation tored in lakes from previou 

months. 

S ientific contribution 

The main cientific contribution of this study is the improved under tanding of 

the role of lakes, ri vers and their conn ctivity and interflow proces on the regional 

climate and hydrology for northeastern Canada. Although previous studies have 

looked at sorne of these aspe ts in offiine imulations of a river or a lake madel, 

t his study is innovative in that the above intera tian have be n assessed within 

a singl r gional modelling ystem. This involved ignificant developments to the 

madel (implementation of the components and proces. es discu ed above within 

a highly parallelized framework). Thi work is thus an important step towards 

Regional Earth Sy t rn Modelling. 

This study, again for the first time, quantifies the impact of lakes and lake-river 

conn ctivi ty on projected changes to t he climate and hydrology for the region. 

Th impacts on proj ected changes to streamflows are important and highlight the 

n ed to represent adequately surface type , including rivers and lakes, and r lat d 

processes and their int raction in climate models. 

Thi study also provide u eful information on proje t d changes to e:xtr me high 

and low flows, which ar crucial to many economie sectors and thu makes this a 

valuabl contribution to ien e and to the publi in gen ral. 

Limitations and out look 

This study, irrespective of the size of lake , used a 1-D lal< madel. The study 

domain considered in thi study did contain om of the Great Lakes. One

dimensional models are not suited for large lakes and 3-D lalœ models are r quired 

to simulate the complex circulation pattern and mixing in these large lakes. Sorne 

efforts along tho. e lines are already underway with respect to CRCM5. It would 
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be useful to perform a similar study, for the Great Lakes region, using 3-D lake 

models in CRCM5 to as e lake-river-atmosphere interactions for this region. 

Modelled streamflows could be further improved by improving the quality of geo

physical fields us cl in the land surface scheme to better estimate hydraulic con

ductivity, infiltration and surface runoff. Work is in progress to improve simulat d 

runoff in CLASS , focusing on improving r presentation of oil hydraulic conduc

tivity during froz n condi tions and surface-groundwater interactions. The former 

has the potential of improving the timing of snowmelt peak flows in the region 

and the lat ter can have significant impacts on winter and ummer low flows. The 

treatment of heat t ran port and ic processes were not considered in t his . tudy 

and it will be u fui to include these in fu ture. 

Due to limitecl time and comput ing resources , only one transient climate change 

simulation per configuration, when driven by CanESM2 , was considered in this 

thesis. To quantify th uncertainties, it woulcl be useful to perform at !east a 

small en mble consisting of other driving GCMs and emi sion scenario . 
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